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ow connected is the EE community here in the Cascadia
bioregion? How well do we work together to advance
the ideas, strategies and skills of environmental education?
That’s a question you might consider while reading this issue of
CLEARING.

Some times it feels remarkably connected as I receive articles
and stories describing some truly inspiring and innovative
people and programs across the region. At the same time, I see
how many organizations and programs seem to work in relative
isolation, only reaching a small audience that could be expanded
greatly with a little collaboration.

With that said, I want to take this opportunity to call out to the
state and provincial EE associations in this region and challenge
them to embrace and utilize CLEARING Magazine to increase
the value of membership in their organizations, and to work in
collaboration with this publication to advance the cause which
they obviously care very deeply about.
Big news: Two major EE conferences will be held in the region
this fall: the North American Association for Environmental
Education (NAAEE) annual conference will be held October 9-13
in Spokane WA, and a week later, the Canadian Network for
Environmental Education and Communication (EECOM) will
hold its annual conference in British Columbia (see display ad
on the facing page). During that time, the eyes and ears of the EE
world will be focused on the region, and on many of the inspiring
people and innovative programs that are often featured in the
pages of CLEARING.
This issue has two important features that I hope will become
a regular part of this publication. The first is the contributions
of graduate students at IslandWood who submitted articles
describing their experiences participating in EE activities with
local classrooms. The second, less visible but also important, is
the contribution by students in Linda Hillgoss’s EE program at
Southern Oregon University who helped research and compile
many of the books, curriculum, and other resource materials listed
in the EE Resource section of this issue.
Both contributions are greatly appreciated, and I hope other
university EE programs will see these as encouragement for them
to participate in a similar manner.
And finally, I want to express my appreciation to the Gray
Family Foundation for showing their belief in the purpose and
mission of CLEARING Magazine by providing critical financial
support for its continued growth and development. We will be
using that support to build a larger audience and bring more
voices into the dialog regarding environmental education and
equity in the region.
And to all those who contribute by submitting stories or by
helping to distribute copies, thank you for your support!

August 15, 2018
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CLEARING:
20 Great
Activities
to Develop
Eco-Literacy
How can learning be fun
and interesting? How can
we rekindle appreciation of
nature?

by Chris Helander

T

here are many people who
say our current model for
learning is ineffectual. Parents and
educators are asking how do you reach
young people who seem apathetic and
unmotivated to learn. In old cultures
before schools, books, and grades; people
learned by being mentored. Using stories, ceremony, games, and survival skills
everyone and everything was a teacher.
In the modern model of education learning is force fed, sitting in chairs, listening
to an adult spouting out information to
be memorized. Modern children learning
this way are trained to get their knowledge by memorization of someone elseís
knowledge. They do not learn how to
develop the questioning mind or follow
their hearts to learn from their own
experiences.

have never sat in a classroom, they donít
read or write yet they use far more of
their brain than the modern educated
person. In aboriginal cultures not only
the parents and extended family of the
community are the mentors but nature
itself is understood as a powerful and
inﬁnitely wise teacher. By observing
nature we learn from the tress, from
the animals, and from the birds. In our
modern culture we learn almost exclusively from books, and lecture, while our
We have all heard about the studyoung people are
ies done on
more inclined to
the modern
For the questioning mind learning learn from T.V.
human brain
which show
never concludes because it is an
At Coyote’s
we only use
endless journey with an inﬁnite Path Wilderness
10% of our
School one of the
brains. Recent
number of destinations.
skills we mentor
studies show
to others is the art
an alarmof survival skills. When I ﬁrst began
ing further decrease to between 5% and
to teach, I taught as I had been taught
7% thinking power. Could it be due to
in school. This was the “show and
getting our information almost entirely
tell” what I knew about survival skills
through visually focused stimulation?
method. One of my mentors, Jon Young
These same studies done on people livof Wilderness Awareness School, in his
ing in aboriginal cultures demonstrated
Art of Mentoring workshop, calls it the
brain use at 60% and up to 70% in the
“drag and brag” style of teaching. After
healers and trackers. Could it be due to
I had taken his workshop I asked Jon
using all their senses to get information
to come to Portland to teach a weekend
about their world, which means using
of nature skills at Oxbow Park. I was at
all of their brain to learn? These people
my teaching station telling my students
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everything I knew about the Cedar Tree.
Jon walked by, stopped and listened
for awhile and then asked me “Are
you asking them lots of questions?” I
answered yes, but after he smiled and
walked away I realized I had only asked
a few questions of my students. I was
deep in teacher “show and tell” mode.
Giving answers even before I was asked
a question. How much more meaningful would the experience have been if I
had them ﬁnd the answers by saying the
following:
Everyone come over to this tree and
smell the branches.
Now smell the bark.

Which one smells stronger?

Has anyone ever smelled this tree
before?

Why do people put it in their closets?

Do you think that works in the woods
too?
So what could you use this for in the
woods?
How could you use it in a shelter?
Could you put it on your skin?
Go ahead rub a little bit of it between
your ﬁngers?

0AGE 

Sign up for the
monthly E-newsletter
from CLEARING.
Stay in touch with
the latest stories,
resources, and ideas
in environmental
education!

Printed by

Conference Themes:
Northwest Aquatic and Marine
Educators (NAME)
2018 Conference
Portland, July 29-August 2, 2018
Planning is underway for the 2018
NAME Conference. A regional rotation
brings the conference back to Oregon
in 2018. The theme at Portland State
University is “Confluence,” with strands
of education, science and culture. Oregon
NAME members are hard at work developing the program, concurrent sessions,
and field trips that will make this conference one to remember!

On the cover: Photo from Screens in the
Forest article by IslandWood graduate
student Greta Righter. See page 21 of this
issue.
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Science
Topics elaborating the most up-to-date
scientific knowledge/discoveries giving educators the background and tools
needed to fulfill STEM and NGSS.
Culture
This includes topics with a keen focus on
the traditional, indigenous knowledge,
and/or the role of art in environmental
education, STEAM, (includes artistic innovation).
Education
Topics with a focus on prepared materials
for educators fulfilling the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM)
opportunities.
Go to www.pacname.org for registration
and other information.
CLEARING Spring 2018

Update
from E3
Washington
Hosting the NAAEE Conference
Washington State is busy! We’re
gearing up to host the NAAEE Nation/
International Conference in Spokane
Washington, Environmental Education: A
Force for the Future Conference October
10-13, 2018. Or, you can go early to join
the Research Conference October 8-9.
The Conference center is right on the
picturesque Spokane River. Several powerful falls course right through downtown
Spokane. Spokane is home to a number of
tribes, universities, local businesses and
environmental learning sites. We hope
you’ll join us in this gem of a city in the
Inland Northwest. We’re looking forward
to a rich learning environment, strolls
along the river and delicious meals.
Mark your calendar now!
Supporting Policy in WA
Washington State’s Governor Jay
Inslee’s parents were environmental educators—leading summer youth work parties
into national parks. He wrote a book,
Apollo’s Fire about climate change. The
Washington State Department of Education
has numerous leaders who understand
the advantage of environmental education
that integrates subjects around unifying
environmental contexts, real world partnerships with STEM and community professionals and topics that students care about.

Despite our national challenges,
Washington State is in a good position to
weave science, climate and environmental
education into powerful student learning
opportunities. Earlier this year, the Capitol Campus in Olympia and the STEM
Innovation Alliance hosted a showcase of
student projects for our first Science, Climate and Environment Day. We invited
legislators to support Governor Inslee’s
generous supplemental budget for science, climate and environmental education. We’re working to support his vision,
and to demonstrate the power of student
innovation to Washington legislators.
State of the Organization
E3 Washington, an NAAEE affiliate,
has been rebuilding to extend these opportunities to ALL students in Washington state. In 2015, we lost staff and our executive director. To be honest, we limped
along for a few years and even printed
out our dissolution papers. We believed,
however, that in this age of environmental
challenges, that we needed an organization to (1) advocate for environmental
education, (2) to share resources and (3) to
expand the networks and diversity, equity
and inclusion of educators who integrate
EE into their teaching practice.
That is where we are now. Recruiting for new active Board Members and
volunteers; supporting the NAAEE
47th annual Conference; and, reaching
out to partners, friends and supporters
who share our vision of academic rigor,
student engagement and meaningful connections to healthy environments—both
built and natural.
—Lisa Eschenbach, E3 Executive Director

The River Mile Student Science
Symposium
Lake Roosevelt National Recreation
Area (NRA) and The River Mile invite
you and your students to participate in
The River Mile’s 11th annual Student
Science Symposium held at Whitworth
University in Spokane, Washington on
May 23, 20018.
This event offers 3rd-12th grade
students and teachers the opportunity
to explore natural and cultural resources
to learn about the environment and how
scientists and resource managers study
and manage these resources.
Keynote speakers, special presentations, and concurrent sessions are selected
to enhance students understanding of the
essential question: “How do relationships
among components of an ecosystem affect
watershed health?”
For more information, contact
LARO Education Team
NPS Lake Roosevelt NRA
laro_river_mile@nps.gov
509-754-7843

Student volunteers in Seattle University’s Center for
Environmental Justice and Sustainability read environmental
books to children in an after-school program at nearby
Bailey Gatzert Elementary School. Seattle University has a
longstanding relationship with this Central District school,
whose students come from one of the most economically
disadvantaged populations in Seattle. Photo: Seattle
University.
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EE News and Events
EPA Environmental
Education Grants
In 2017, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) awarded
environmental education
grants to:
Wilderness Science Education non-profit
in McCall, Idaho, received $91,000, to
develop a Central Idaho Rural Environmental Stewardship Team. The project
will educate and train up to 550 teachers
and students using restoration projects in
schools and in range and forest locations
on private and public lands. Teachers and
students at six rural schools will work on
local watershed education projects such
as collection and analysis of water quality
and wildlife habitat data, and monitoring
stream habitats.
Second-graders from Wolfle Elementary School
near Kingston, WA spend an afternoon at Point
Julia, where Port Gamble S’Klallam tribal natural
resources staff and community volunteers
catch nearshore marine life for a hands-on
demonstration. Photos by Tiffany Royal

Salmon Camp
Salmon Camp
is a component of
the Columbia River
Inter-Tribal Fish Commission’s Tribal
Workforce Development program. The annual camp focuses
on providing culturally relevant science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) experiences to foster an interest in natural resources careers and close
the academic achievement gap for Native
American youth.
Twenty incoming 6th-8th grade students
from the four tribes are selected to attend the free camp. Meals and lodging are
provided and, after the program is successfully completed, a stipend is offered. The
week-long camp is held during the summer
in tribal homelands. The 6-day, overnight
camp exposes the students to a blend of
Western science and traditional ecological
and cultural knowledge.
Salmon Camp 2018 will be hosted by
the Yakama Nation at Camp Chapparal.
Applications due June 1, 2018.
Page 6

Western Oregon University in Monmouth, Oregon, received $91,000, to
expand the salmon life cycle curriculum,
‘Fish Eggs to Fry’, into a professional
workshop for elementary school educators, exploring connections among the
salmon life cycle, healthy fish, and healthy
watersheds. In partnership with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, up
to 50 third grade teachers and up to eight
partner schools will use this revised curriculum inside and outside the classroom.

McKenzie Watershed Alliance in Lane
County, Oregon, received $63,840, to help
students understand local ecosystems,
learn about actions taking place to protect
local watersheds, and increase their
participation in activities that enhance
and conserve local watersheds. Up to 130
secondary students from six rural and
urban schools will participate in watershed stewardship and monitoring projects
to protect fish and wildlife habitats and
water quality. These projects will be coordinated through partnerships with state
and federal agencies, watershed councils
and private landowners.
Hood Canal Salmon Enhancement
Group in Belfair, Washington, received
$91,000 to engage low-income and tribal
students in watershed restoration through
hands-on learning in the classroom,
at summer camp and in after-school
programs. Students will be engaged in
programs like Salmon in the Classroom,
Enviro Camp, Green STREAM Camp, and
Students in the Watershed curriculum and
outdoor environmental education. The
project will help provide students with the
knowledge and skills needed to protect
their environment and the Hood Canal
watershed.
More information on EPA’s environmental education grants program: http://
www2.epa.gov/education/environmental-education-ee-grants.

Making Waves
RFP FOR “MAKING
WAVES” FALL
CONFERENCE NOW
OPEN!
The Coastal Learning Symposium
(Oregon Coast Aquarium’s annual teachers
conference) is teaming up with the Oregon
Science Teachers Association to offer a 2-day
educational event in Newport, Oregon called
“Making Waves.” This 2-day event will be
held October 12 and 13 and will include
a focus on ocean literacy and place-based
education, and will feature presentations
on October 12 and field trips on October 13.
Educators, consider submitting a session
proposal to share your great ideas and experiences! Submit a session proposal at http://
oregonscience.org/OSTA18 before April 30.
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Environmental
education returned
to B.C. education
curriculum
Environmental education has been returned
to B.C’s education
curriculum, thanks in
large part to the efforts of Sierra
Club BC and its supporters.
Sierra Club BC, alongside other leaders
in Environmental Education, discovered
that ecological principles and key earth science systems were largely absent from the
new B.C. curriculum.
In response, Sierra Club BC wrote to the
Ministry of Education about the value of
environmental education and launched a
petition advocating for it to be reinstated in
the new B.C. curriculum. Over 7,000 people
signed the petition and wrote to the Minister of Education.
The result was the development of a
new curriculum team to revise the science
curriculum. The team included experts in
EE – teachers who actively incorporate environmental education in and beyond their
classrooms, as well as representatives from
environmental education organizations in
B.C. The team ensured environmental education content was integrated at each grade
level and that the concepts of environmental responsibility and stewardship were
reincorporated throughout.
—from Sierra Club BC website at https://
sierraclub.bc.ca/education

Idaho Envirothon
The Idaho Envirothon: is a hands-on environmental problem solving competition
for high school aged students in the Idaho.
Participating teams complete training and
testing in five natural resource categories:
Soils & Land Use, Aquatic Ecology, Forestry,
Wildlife, and the current issue. Winning
teams from each state and province advance to the North American Envirothon
for an opportunity to compete for recognition, scholarships, and prizes.

CLEARING Spring 2018

Major Victory in
Washington State: First
to pass legislation to
support funding for
climate and science
literacy!
With the signing of ESSB 6032 Tuesday, March 27, Governor Inslee achieved
a major victory for climate education and
K-12 students across the state. With this
bill, Washington also advances to leading
the nation in K-12 climate literacy having
become the first state in the country to
dedicate significant support for climate
education included in Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS). It is also the
largest general fund allocation for support of climate education, included in
NGSS, ever dedicated in a Governor’s
budget and approved by a state legislature.
Originated through the Governor
Inslee’s budget request of $6.5 M for
science and climate education, $4 M was
approved by both the Senate and House
in the March 8th supplemental budget
bill ESSB 6032. The funds are directed to
the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI) for teacher professional development to implement Next
Generation Science Standards including those related to climate science and
healthy environments. The language
also stipulates that $1M of the $4M be allocated for projects proposed in partnership with nonprofit organizations.
“Neil Armstrong noted when he
stepped on the surface of the moon,
“That’s one small step for man, one
giant leap for mankind.” The same can
be said for science education in Washington with the legislatively approved
$4M funding for climate science teacher
professional learning and alignment with
the Next Generation Science Standards.
Students, teachers, and Washington will
benefit from this meaningful investment
in teacher professional training,” stated
Gene Sharratt, Executive Director for
the Association of Educational Service
Districts.
The funding request was supported
by E3 Washington and its partners
including Center for Environmental Literacy, NatureBridge, Islandwood, Pacific

www.clearingmagazine.org

Education Institute, WA STEM, Washington Green Schools, the Suquamish Tribe,
National Wildlife Federation, Institute
for Systems Biology and numerous other
partners. With its successful passage,
Washington state has taken a major step
towards ensuring that all WA students
become more knowledgeable about
climate science and impacts and more
prepared for careers in a clean energy
economy.
“This is a major victory for our students and our state and a significant step
in a generational shift towards a climateinformed citizenry. We applaud the Governor and our legislature for ensuring our
students will have access to sound climate
science and the information and resources
they need to help create a future we want
to see,” stated Susan Carlson, Board Chair
of E3 Washington, Washington state’s
umbrella organization for environmental
education.
For more information, please contact:
info@e3washington.org

Governor Jay Inslee talks with students
from Eatonville SD about their composting
project...

..and students from Everett with the
Washington Green School’s Energy Matters
Project.
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Students adopt local streams and
create new outdoor classrooms
where learning thrives
A beautiful creek runs right next to Riley
Creek Elementary in Gold Beach, but none
of the students even knew it was there.
“It was completely covered with
blackberries,” says Statia Ryder, Watershed
Education Coordinator for the Curry Watersheds Partnership. “You couldn’t see it. You
couldn’t get to it.”
That’s when the students got involved.
Middle schoolers cleared blackberries,
removed trash and planted trees. The
county donated gravel, and students laid a
trail and built stairs. The result was a new
outdoor classroom safe enough for even the
younger students to access, too.
In addition to Riley Creek, the Curry
County Watersheds Partnership has more
than a dozen outdoor classroom sites
scattered among the 10 major watersheds
of Curry County, Oregon’s “Wild River
Coast.” In a county where many students
are on free or reduced lunch, and there is
currently no outdoor school offered, the
Curry County Watershed Partnership is filling an important need.
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With support from the Gray Family Foundation, the outdoor classrooms
program is growing and today serves more
than 600 students at every school in the
county. Field trips include water quality
monitoring, salmon viewing, planting trees,
removing invasive weeds and otherwise
caring for natural areas.
Through the popular Adopt-a-Stream
program, middle school classes maintain
their own streamside site, such as Riley
Creek. “Each school has their own specific
area they take care of,” Statia says. “In the
past 10 years, the kids have planted more
than 10,000 trees.”
While the kids get their hands dirty, the
teachable moments abound.
—from the Gray Family Foundation website

Outdoor School for All
In November 2016, Oregon voters
resoundingly approved Measure 99, which
dedicates $22 million in lottery funds each
year to make Outdoor School accessible
to every fifth- or sixth-grader in the state,
regardless of their background or zip code.
As a primary backer of the ballot measure,
the Gray Family Foundation worked with
partners in the Oregon Outdoor Education
Coalition to bring this effort to the finish
line.
Statewide Outdoor School will be a
critical opportunity to demonstrate best
practices outlined by the Oregon Environmental Literacy Program (OELP), our
nation-leading roadmap toward statewide
alignment around environmental literacy.
OELP is administered by Oregon State University Extension, which will also distribute
Measure 99 funding to schools and districts
beginning with the 2017-2018 school year.

www.clearingmagazine.org

Many campuses in Washington carry out
longitudinal studies about sites on campus or
nearby. Here, Pacific Lutheran University students
investigate Clover Creek, a small lowland Puget
Sound watershed. For the past 25 years, a
multi-disciplinary team of faculty has shaped
“Environmental Methods of Investigation” as a
field course that integrates scientific analyses
with social and political issues and often the
humanities as well. Photo: Pacific Lutheran
University.

Currently only half of Oregon students
attend Outdoor School. The Gray Family
Foundation is committed to supporting our
state’s deep network of educators, schools
and camps as new programs emerge across
the state. The future is bright for coming
generations of Oregon students who, rooted
in this common experience, will have the
opportunity to immerse themselves in
nature and together learn to care for their
place and community over a lifetime.
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Environmental Education in the Pacific Northwest

measure in 2016, a Collective Handprint.
These included demonstrating the concept
(as Portland educators did), initiative
signature-gathering, and educating the
electorate. Any park requires visionaries and
champions to create awareness, planners
and politicians to figure out the details, and
plenty of visitors and citizens to care.
Anyone can support Collective
Handprints – if he or she is aware, prepared
and motivated. Therein lies a calling for
environmental educators.

A Handprint Workshop

The Board of Ecology in Classrooms and Outdoors (ECO) created Handprints during a retreat. Top Row (left
to right): Bethany Thomas, Co-founder; Adam Hixon, Board Member; Michelle (Matejka) Leifwalker, Board
Member. Bottom Row (left to right): Sarah Bercume, Co-founder; Erin Rowland, Board Member.

Environmental Educators
Create Handprints
by Jon Biemer

T

he Handprint is a paradigm whose time
has come. The Handprint motivates
by focusing on the positive ways to think
about sustainability and follow through with
appropriate action.
Over the past decade, the Handprint
emerged independently in several places.
India’s Center for Environmental Education
(CEE) adopted a ten-year-old girl’s
handprint – her name is Srija – to represent
“action towards sustainability.” Gregory
Norris, who teaches at Harvard University,
shows how an individual or a business can
be “Net Positive,” meaning our Handprint
can, with intention and effort, be larger than
our Footprint. Rocky Rohwedder, Professor
Emeritus at California’s Sonoma State
University, published an e-book, Ecological
Handprints, which highlights inventions and
practices that foster human needs as well as
reducing environmental impacts, especially
in the developing world. I also published,
blogged and presented my sense that we
need to go beyond the admonition to reduce
our Ecological Footprint.

Whatever your emphasis, the world
needs more Handprints.
A Handprint has the potential to do good
long after the initiator moves on. Consider
planting a tree. Choose a tree that will thrive.
Plant it with care. From that point on it holds
CLEARING Spring 2018

soil in place, provides perches for birds, and
removes carbon from the atmosphere.
Environmental educators naturally create
Handprints by planting ideas and feelings in
the minds and hearts of future generations.
According to systems analyst Donella
Meadows, influencing how people think is one
of the most effective ways to change a system.
Adults can create Handprints with
young people in lots of ways.
• Garden to cultivate a long-term relationship with the soil and the cycles of life.
• Plant trees. Observe a tree as it grows to
increase a sense of kinship.

• Practice stewardship of our commons.
Participate in stream clean-ups and
invasive plant removal. Join a beach cleanup.

• Ride the bus, even when it is not necessary,
to foster a planet-friendly lifestyle.
• Visit an aquarium, zoo or wildlife
sanctuary. Explain how they protect
endangered species.

• Talk about environmental heroes like John
Muir and Rachel Carson. Invite young
people to see themselves as advocates of a
healthy world.
• Tell old Indian stories. They convey a
depth of wisdom that can be recalled for a
lifetime.

I am especially interested in aligning our
Personal Handprints to create Collective
Handprints. With initiative and persistence,
individual Handprints multiply over time.
Many steps were required to pass the
landmark Oregon Outdoor School ballot

www.clearingmagazine.org

Here is how I help people embrace
the Handprint after a conversation
about the environment:
On a sheet of 11” by 17” paper,
draw the outlines of both hands. Use
colored markers if possible. The left
hand represents past effort. For each
finger, write down something you have
already done for the environment.
Modest things are okay, like recycling
or signing a petition. We usually do not
start from scratch.
For each finger on the right hand,
write an intention relating to the environment. Start with something simple
like reading The Man Who Planted Trees
to a child. Can you set up an environmentally-friendly practice, like composting? Perhaps a trip on the bus to
the zoo is in order. Adults might think
about attending an environmental conference or testifying at a siting hearing.
Share the Handprints in small
groups. (If time is limited, just focus on
intensions.)
Writing down and voicing our
accomplishments and intentions
improve the likelihood that we will
follow through. Others may not
remember what I write. But I do!

Jon Biemer is writing a book titled, Healing
Our Planet: How Handprints
Create Sustainability.
Doing business as Creating
Sustainability, he provides
organizational development
consulting. For 23 years, he
coordinated energy efficiency
research and managed
conservation programs with Bonneville Power
Administration. Jon lives, with his wife Willow,
in an eco-retrofit home without owning a car.
The author’s website is: www.JonBiemer.com
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Environmental Education Goals:

The Benefits of
Environmental Education

E

xperts at Stanford University systematically searched the academic
literature and identified 119 peer-reviewed studies published over a
20-year period that measured the impacts of environmental education
for K-12 students.The review found clear evidence that environmental
education programs provide a variety of benefits. Not surprisingly,
the studies clearly showed that students taking part in environmental
education programming gained knowledge about the environment.
But the studies also showed that learning about the environment is just
the tip of the iceberg.
Studies in the review demonstrated that environmental education
has led to a number of positive impacts, from improving academic
performance, to enhancing critical thinking skills, to developing
personal growth and life-building skills, including confidence,
autonomy, and leadership. In addition, a number of the studies showed
that environmental education increased civic engagement and positive
environmental behaviors.
Dozens of peer-reviewed studies found environmental education
has a positive academic impact. Because children are often naturally
interested in and curious about the environment, environmental
education can be an effective tool to teach an array of topics. Studies
documented that students gained knowledge in a variety of areas,
including the environment, mathematics, chemistry, biology, ecology,
and more. In various studies, students and teachers reported that the
students enjoyed taking part in environmental education activities, and
that the “fun” factor enhanced motivation to learn.
Environmental education imparts more than knowledge. It has been
shown to develop academic skills, such as critical thinking, decision
making, and synthesizing complex information. Environmental
education has helped produce effective problem solvers, lifelong
learners, and thoughtful community leaders and participants.
A dozen peer-reviewed articles found environmental education
had positive civic outcomes, such as instilling a sense of personal
responsibility and motivation to address community and
environmental issues.

to foster clear awareness of and concern about
economic, social, political, and ecological
inter-dependence in urban and rural areas;
to provide every person with opportunities to
acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes,
commitment, and skills needed to protect
and improve the environment;
to create new patterns of behavior of individals,
groups, and society as a whole toward the
environment.

Environmental Education
Objectives:
• Awareness:
to help social groups and individuals acquire
an awareness of and sensitivity to the total
environment and its allied problems.
• Knowledge:
to help social groups and individuals gain a
variety of experience in, and acquire a basic
understanding of, the environment and its
associate problems.
• Attitudes:
to help social groups and individuals acquire
a set of values and feelings of concern for the
environment, and the motivation for actively
participating in environmental improvement and
protection.
• Skills:
to help social groups and individuals acquire the
skills for identifying and solving environmental
problems.
• Participation:
to provide social groups and individuals with an
opportunity to be actively involved at all levels
in working toward resolution of environmental
problems.

The emotional and social skill-related benefits that a number
of studies in the review documented include self-esteem,
autonomy, character development, maturity, empowerment, verbal
communication, leadership, poise, and the ability to collaborate with
others.

From Anecdotes to Evidence: Demonstrating the power of environmental
education, North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE)
with support from: Gray Family Foundation, Storer Foundation, Pisces
Foundation, U.S. EPA, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service.
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Perspectives

and aerial antics and the bald eagle soon circles out of sight.
Why is it that when human observers experience an ecological
threat and speak out in alarm (warning against drilling oil
5000 feet below the ocean surface or climate change) that our
most heartfelt appeals remain ineffective? Is it an inability to
understand the true threat to our children? If we truly perceived
the ability of humanity to survive as linked to the ecological
integrity of our surroundings, would the human response to these
cries of alarm be different? What roles do love and caring play?

Problem Statement

BIG IDEAS

from the field of
Environmental Education
and their relationship to
Sustainability Education

A

by Donald J. Burgess and Tracy Johannessen
common raven suddenly begins to call from Cornwall
Park. I rush to the front porch trying to see what the
commotion is all about. Two adult ravens are flapping
high over the green canopy, croaking vigorously.
Like vigilant Block Watch captains protecting the integrity of a
neighborhood, ravens exhibit exceptional observational prowess
coupled with intense fidelity to family and place. I scan the forest
with binoculars and notice three raven fledglings perched in a
scraggly birch tree at the edge of the forest. Scanning higher, I
finally detect a distant bald eagle circling over the urban park
where the ravens have nested for a decade. Ravens recognize
an opportunistic predator like a bald eagle as a “threat to the
neighborhood” and they act decisively to protect their home. The
raven’s objection is clearly articulated through their vocalizations
CLEARING Spring 2018

As life-long naturalists in the northwest, we intimately know
the texture and nuance of our home landscapes. We welcome
the migrations and bloom sequences that pulse with seasonal
variations in climate as evidence of the cycles that contain and
sustain us. Through surveys and species inventories of rare plants,
birds and marine communities, we have helped to systematically
chronicle the changes in distribution of northwest flora and fauna.
After years of naturalizing and teaching in the wild places that
comprise Cascadia, we unabashedly venerate the relationships
between biota, land and season.
As educators and writers we choose to express our biophilia
by sharing our love for the land and sea. We resonate with
healthy and diverse natural communities. Yet, increasingly, we
are alarmed by the degradation of our local landscapes and
the habitat changes that threaten species diversity and human
security. Today, we find ourselves steeped in the 21st century
assault on nature. We witness the continued loss of basic
knowledge of ecosystem components and functions to the extent
that dramatic changes seem to go unnoticed by our students,
friends and neighbors. “One of the penalties of an ecological
education,” warned Leopold (1987), “is that we live alone in a
world of wounds.” To heal these wounds we choose to live and
act decisively as purposeful educators in favor of ecological,
economic and cultural integrity.
The more we read and think about the implications of what
is taking place now on this planet, the more we are convinced
that human civilization is facing a deepening ecological crisis
that has never been faced before. If we want to create a culture,
environment and economy that are viable in the longer term,
we must learn to promote an ecologically sustainable, socially
equitable and bio-culturally diverse planet (Bowers, 2010).
We believe the central question for educators is how do we
engage our students in a consideration of the degradation of
earth’s ecosystems and their ability to support us in our current
lifestyle in a way that engenders something other than despair?
In an interview with Bill Moyer, Barry Lopez states “the kind
of expertise we need is not a facile grasp of policy, but a deeper
love of humanity. The kind of love that can help us resist
the temptation to despair” (Moyer, 2010). As environmental
educators, we hold the belief that this capacity for love can and
must be cultivated through shared experiences that help people
discover value in the natural world, experiences that encourage
the exploration of what we believe and who we are and how we
intend to live in the world.
(continued on next page)
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BIG IDEAS
(continued)

“Troubling” the concept of sustainability

from which any true change must grow (Wilson, 1984, 1994, 2006).
To pursue ecosystem-based resource management or gain insights
into functional ecosystem processes requires the cultivation of
intimate knowledge of one’s homeground, of paying close attention
to one’s surroundings and exploring one’s values and feelings
based on the relationship of people to nature, yet many argue for
the separation of sustainability education from the big ideas of
environmental education in a desire to distinguish one field from
the other. We argue that to inspire people enough to make changes
in their perceptions and behaviors, sustainability education must
embrace the central role of acquiring ecological knowledge through
direct and shared experience in the natural world.

One of the well-known issues with
“sustainability” is that the term is rarely
if ever clearly defined. What are we
trying to sustain – our lifestyle, economy or surrounding natural
communities? Wals and Jickling (2002) warn that “sustainability
talk can, when used by advocates with radically different ideas
about what should be sustained, mask central issues under the
Conversely, leaders in environmental education describe as
false pretense of a shared understanding, a set of values and
a characteristic of their field an interdisciplinary approach, with
common vision of the future” (p.2). For example, in Hot, Flat and
the unifying theme being a study of the relationship between
Crowded, Freidman (2008) suggests that sustainability literally
people (which by definition includes economics and social issues)
means that we must learn to think and behave in a way that
and the environment. This relationship is best explored through
sustains the natural world and our cultural relationships for
multiple disciplines including science, literature, history, civics
generations to come. Are we hoping to sustain conditions as
and the arts. As naturalists and educators, we are concerned that
they are now or actually improve conditions through ecological
the importance of cultivating love for nature and humanity is
restoration and resource conservation? Certainly our human
diminished as sustainability education seeks to define a separate
well-being depends on a vibrant economy,
domain and promote it’s “newness” in
healthy environment and equitable society
contrast to environmental education’s
Now more than ever we
(Nolet & Wheeler, 2010). Do we therefore
implied “oldness.” We have watched
mean “sustainability” of an industrialized
need a strong connection to
sustainability education grow and define
country or are we betting that a less
nature forged through direct
itself in contrast to place-based, natureeconomically developed country will have
centered, experiential environmental
experiences
in
the
natural
more staying power? Moreover, if one
world as the basis from which education and see this as a detriment
country’s lifestyle is essentially dependent,
to the emerging discipline’s ability to
the ability to consider broader accomplish its stated goals. Now more
as it is in America, on natural resource
“subsidies” from other countries, especially
connections and imagine
than ever we need a strong connection to
from countries far less well off than this
nature forged through direct experiences
alternate
futures
can
unfold.
country and its citizens, can that lifestyle
in the natural world as the basis from
in any measure really be “sustainable?”
which the ability to consider broader
It is essential to think globally with
connections and imagine alternate futures can unfold.
sustainability arguments. Yet, the issues of “sustainability” are
The desire to distinguish sustainability education as something
intimately related to the local “carrying capacity” of the land
which has been greatly diminished through resource exploitation, new or substantially different from environmental education
often results in the perhaps unintended marginalization of
pollution and poor land and water stewardship.
educational practices that seek to instill ecological awareness
Capra and Stone (2010) enlarge a common operational
and knowledge through direct experience in nature. By focusing
definition of sustainability from simply meeting material needs
on more abstract learning about economics and social issues
and avoiding ecological degradation, to include all the natural
sustainability education attempts to create “green” schools and
and social dimensions of the web of life. To make matters
practices without building underlying curricular foundations
worse, the recent literature on sustainability education and
tied to experiencing the natural world. While we agree that the
education for sustainability (EfS) includes comprehensive lists
concept of a triple bottom line should be included in the study
of practitioner tips, principles, skills, dispositions, competencies,
of economics, and the relationship of people to environment
realms, theoretical frameworks, elements, portals, perspectives
considered in the study of social and cultural issues, it is our
and big ideas. Some educators use “sustainability education”
human relationship to nature that remains the best big picture
and “environmental education” interchangeably while others
integrator. There has long been a need in environmental
argue that sustainability differs from environmental education
education to develop and expand curriculum in social studies,
by focusing on broader social and economic issues (Higgs &
and sustainability education could well fit this need, but the goal
McMillan, 2006). To highlight human connections that stretch
should be to create a broader integrated curricular foundation
from local to worldwide levels, Church and Skelton (2010)
built on teaching children to value and understand their
deemphasize environmental education’s focus on place-based
relationship to nature. That is best done in place and through
nature study and adopt the inclusive term “global sustainability.”
direct experience in order to allow students to consider and form
Nowhere in these emerging notions of sustainability education their own relationship to nature (Sobel, 2008).
do we see a substitute for the curricular activities applied in
A more advanced curriculum may ultimately outgrow
environmental education to cultivate feelings for humanity or
sustainability all together (Rowland, 2010) by embodying the
value for healthy ecosystems in the natural world, the foundation
Page 12
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underlying principles of “ecology, coupled with the values, ability,
and fortitude to act on that understanding” (Capra & Stone, 2010).
Where does this leave us as we embark on the important work
of understanding and implementing sustainability education?
To effectively educate for change and sustainability, we have to
define clearly what we value in good educational practices.

Big Ideas for Sustainability Education

Environmental Education has often been described as not
a necessarily a unique subject area but a call to embrace the
best practices in education such as integrated, learner centered
and experience based approaches. In the process of curriculum
design as it is currently being taught, teachers are asked first to
identify the big ideas of the topic. We propose that the big ideas
of sustainability education overlap with those of environmental
education in many significant areas, including but not limited
to those listed below. Strategies like teacher training and the
development of curricular scope and sequence for sustainability
education should reflect these ideas.

where a growing population consumes ever more limited natural
resources, conservation is an essential value that we must pass on
to our children. Standing in stark contrast to modern consumption
habits, land and water conservation is an important part of our
heritage, rooted in traditional values and described by some of
our best American writers. Its most meaningful lessons are best
learned through interdisciplinary approaches to the study of
natural resources.

Big Idea 2: Making connections between
ecosystems, economies, people and place
Central to environmental education’s proven success in
improving student learning is its interdisciplinary nature.
By looking at the relationship between humans and their
environment through scientific study, literary exploration,
artistic expression, and cultural history, a multi-faceted way of
knowing is cultivated, critical thinking is enhanced and student’s
enthusiasm for learning is improved (Lieberman & Hoody, 2002).

Big Idea 1: Biophilia and conservation of natural
resources

(continued on page 57)

We are losing touch with the natural world that sustains us.
In order to be successful, education for sustainability has to first
and foremost answer the questions: what do our children need
to be healthy and engaged in learning, and how do we instill
respect for self and others that will form the basis for a positive
future? As a starting place our children need intimate connection
with nature in order to develop a sense of empathy, caring and
interdependence (Lopez, 1988; Pyle, 2002; Sobel, 1996, 2002). This
is a critical issue today since children are increasingly living in a
world where nature is inaccessible (Kellert, 2002; Pyle, 2002). If
children are losing their sensitivity and connection to the natural
world, what role, if any, can education for sustainability play in
helping children develop a personal sense of value for the natural
world? The central question remains: what are the elements of a
curriculum that provide children with experiences that awaken
and nurture care, concern and love?
Sustainability educators recognize that nature and nature’s
myriad life forms are not commodities to be exploited without
cost. We must differentiate between Nature’s “interest,” its
surplus, and not continue to draw down its “capital” as though
there were no tomorrow. We have to consciously move towards
“downsizing” modern culture, to live “bioregionally,” and to
factor in “carrying capacity” in all our policy decisions. Until we
do, any conversation about “sustainability” will be little more
than an academic exercise.
Leopold (1966) simplified the definition of conservation by
suggesting, “To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution
of intelligent tinkering” (p. 190). We translate this to our children
by providing opportunities to understand that just because
you have the ability to use all of something doesn’t mean it’s a
good idea. Acts of restraint like releasing the smaller fish back
into the lake, not cutting all the trees or diverting all the water
requires an ethical construct based on caring for something
beyond your own immediate desires. Natural resource-based
conservation education, from which environmental education
emerged, is regarded by some as an outdated idea. In a world
CLEARING Spring 2018
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Climate Change
in Kwigillingok
First-person narratives bring climate
change closer to home

Kwigillingok, Alaska, vs. Bellingham, Wash.
My teacher-ed students at Western Washington University
in Bellingham, Wash., come from multiple walks of life, are at
different points in their educational and working careers, and
have different goals for their futures as middle and high school
teachers. However, one commonality that my students tend to
share is their geography. Most hail from western Washington
state—up and down the “I-5” corridor. Take the freeway north,
and in 15 minutes, you’re in Canada.
A few hours south, and you’ve
crossed into Oregon. On a daily
basis, my students don’t give much
thought to climate change. No
doubt, many claim to be “green”
through-and-through. They recycle,
use compact fluorescent bulbs,
and buy local whenever possible.
And these efforts are important;
but as for the big changes—the
catastrophic ones happening in our
circumpolar regions—my students
just don’t see it. In contrast, the
students of Kwigillingok, Alaska,
see these changes every day and can
document firsthand how their village
is changing because of them.
Kwigillingok is a small Yup’ik
fishing village in western Alaska
that sits along the Bering Sea. With
a population of about 400, the
residents depend on a subsistence
culture to survive, much as they
have done for thousands of years.
Fishing, hunting, and creating and selling crafts are as integral
today as they have been for centuries. However, our warming
earth is now threatening that culture.

By Lauren G. McClanahan

“S

o, is her house actually sinking?”

“Yes, Heather, it is.”
“But, that’s so sad! I want to do something about that!”

No doubt my preservice secondary education student,
Heather, is familiar with the topic of climate change. Everywhere
we look, we see media coverage. But there still seems to be
something missing. There still appears to be a disconnect, for
my preservice teachers, anyway, between what they read about
online and what they see in their day-to-day lives. And this has
huge implications for their futures as public school teachers.
One way to address this disconnect has been to put a face to the
topic of climate change. By connecting all of my “Heathers” to
students who live in places where climate change is having actual,
Page 14

observable effects, a topic that was once only theoretical to many
of my students becomes real.

I began working with the students of “Kwig” several years
ago, when one of my former students was hired to teach in the
Lower Kuskokwim School District. What started as a simple penpal relationship between her high school students and my college
students slowly transformed into the project described here. And
while the students have changed over the years, the questions that
they were asking of one another became more focused, until we
decided that the topic of climate change was the main issue that
everyone wanted to discuss.
The biggest challenge faced by the residents of Kwig is the
melting of the permafrost, that layer of frozen ground that lies
just below the earth’s surface and that is supposed to stay frozen
year-round. Recently, that permafrost has begun to melt, and as
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a result, major changes are taking place. Many homes and other
structures in the village are beginning to sink, leaning to one
side as the permafrost they were built upon begins to shift. In
addition to sinking homes, new, invasive species of plants are
beginning to take root and grow, which in turn is slowly changing
the migratory patterns of big game such as the local musk ox
populations. Fishing, too, has been affected by the warming trend,
and fish camps have had to relocate depending on the changing
location of the fish. These are big changes that can be seen and
felt and experienced daily in the lives of Kwig’s high school
students. It was these changes that they wanted to tell us about,
to tell the future teachers “down there” to share with all of their
future students. They wanted to let everyone know that climate
change is real and has a face and a name—hence the “First Person
Singular” project. This was a project to create a warning for the
rest of us, those of us who do not have to prop our houses up with
sandbags or who do not have to go hungry due to a lack of fish in
our rivers. Or at least not yet.

The “First Person Singular” Project

Before I traveled to Kwig for the second time, I asked the
high school students (with whom I communicated by email) to
photograph any evidence of climate change that they could see
in their village. Then, once I arrived, my student teacher and I
sat down with each student to talk about the photos they had
taken. This technique of using “auto-driven photo elicitation” (as
it is called in the field of visual studies) proved to be beneficial.
Auto-driven photo elicitation is simply when people involved in a
research study take their own photographs, and use those photos
as the basis for later interviews (Clark, 1999). The photos gave us
a starting point—something on which to focus our conversation.
Otherwise, I was afraid that the conversation might become too
abstract, or even too uncomfortable (seeing as how the students
had never met me face-to-face, but only through email). However,
by focusing on the photos, we were able to get to the heart of what
was important to the students. After all, we were talking about
their photos, of evidence of climate change in their village.
After we spent time talking about the photos (individually
and as a group), I asked students to pick a favorite photo and

As mentioned, the relationship between Kwig and WWU
began when a former student of mine was hired into the district. I
had always been interested in Native cultures and found this to be
an opportunity to weave that interest into the literacy classes that
I teach. The more the students shared with us about their culture
and their harsh, yet beautiful landscape, the more I felt as if I had
to visit. In an initial visit, I met with the teachers and students at
several village schools. I saw firsthand what the students of this
region had to share with my students, not only from a cultural
perspective, but also a scientific one as we delved deeper into the
issue of climate change and its effect on their culture.
Recently, one of my current students approached me about
completing his student teaching internship at the Kwig school.
“I just want a very rural, very challenging school setting,” he
told me. Well, did I have the place for him! Luckily, my intrepid
student would not mind hauling his own water, which is what
he would have to do, since many of the buildings in Kwig have
no running water. He did, however, have the luxury of a newly
installed incinerator toilet in his cabin—preferable to a Honey
Bucket. Before he left, my student (a future English teacher)
and I had talked about doing a project with his students that
would combine disciplines and allow the students’ own voices
to be heard. The concept of place-based education, of focusing
curriculum on local issues, had been an important part of our
university classes, and my student wanted to try it out. He liked
the combination of using the local setting as the classroom, and
letting his students “direct” their learning—two of the main
components of place-based education. So, with his students’
input, a project was decided upon, and I made plans to come up
and help facilitate the project after he eased into his new role as
student teacher. I figured that another visit would give me an
opportunity not only to formally observe my student teacher, but
also work in person with this project and these students that I had
been thinking about for some time.

write about why it was the best choice to illustrate the effects of
climate change. Because we had talked about the photos first, the
writing part was easy. They could describe, in detail, why their
photos mattered, and why their audience, my preservice teachers,
needed to know about them. Then, after they had written their
paragraphs, I asked students to read their paragraphs (or parts
of their paragraphs) into a digital voice recorder so that we could
incorporate their own voices (literally) into our final product. One
of the students even volunteered to play the piano so that our
project would have a soundtrack.
One of the students photographed a leaning building. He
described it this way:
The world is changing. It’s getting warmer and warmer. Ice is
melting everywhere, even underground. The melting of the
permafrost causes hills, houses, and other buildings to sink.
Permafrost is a section in the ground where everything is
(continued)
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Climate Change in Kwigillingok
(continued)
frozen. It melts and refreezes around the year,
but lately, there has been more melt than freeze.
If we don’t do something, we could lose this beautiful land
that we lived in for thousands of years, forever.”
He then wrote the same paragraph in his native Yup’ik
language, and read them both aloud. This was powerful. Another
student photographed seagulls that were hanging around later in
the season than usual. She explained that “it’s unusual for them to
still be here [in October], which suggests that [the ground] is not
as cold as it looks.
Once the paragraphs had been written and recorded, students
responded to several prompts that they created themselves, such
as, “What is worth preserving in Kwig?” One student responded,
“We don’t have a lot of money. We need to stay near the ocean so
we can fish. We don’t want to have to move farther and farther
back every few years. We can’t leave, but we can’t stay, either.”
When asked what message they wanted to send to the preservice
teachers in Washington, one student said, “Please understand
that what you do down there has a great impact on us up here.
Understand that we’re all in this together. Climate change doesn’t
just affect polar bears—it affects people, too.”
The project’s final phase was to put our photos, words, and
voices into a very short iMovie. The students helped plan the
sequencing, and then we put it together. And while the “film”
was only four and a half minutes long, it sent a strong message
to the preservice teachers it was meant to educate. After viewing
the movie, one of my preservice teachers wrote, “Now that I
know this—now that I have seen these kids’ faces and heard their
stories—I can’t ‘un-know’ it. Now I have to decide what I can do
about it, both in my classroom, and in my everyday life.”

Larger Implications
Place-based education, while not a new concept, is particularly
well-suited for the inclusion of student voices. With its aim of
grounding learning in local phenomena and students’ lived
experience (Smith, 2002), it can be easily adapted to fit any
number of school curricula. For example, nearly every city or
town has local issues that can be studied in greater depth, be
they environmental issues (toxic wastewater), social justice issues
(migrant workers’ access to health care), or issues dealing with
the economy (how city taxes are used to fund local schools).
In the case of our project, climate change was an obvious topic
for exploration, given our fortunate connection with students
in the far North. Plus, the topic fits nicely into the definition of
“sustainability education.” Within WWU’s Woodring College
of Education, our underlying assumption is that education for
sustainability (as opposed to education about sustainability)
will result in citizens who are more likely to engage in personal
behavior or contribute to public policy decisions in the best
interest of the environmental commons and future generations
(Nolet, 2009).
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Personal Implications
When students take control of their learning, and take control
of how that learning can be demonstrated, amazing things can
happen. For the Kwig high school students, they learned that
they had not only some very important things to say, but also
an audience that was receptive to and respectful of their words
and ideas. For my preservice teachers, they learned that they are
not the experts on everything, and sometimes they have to step
aside to let the experts step forward (in this case, the students
themselves). This idea of relinquishing power in the classroom
can intimidate a new teacher, but it is an important lesson,
especially regarding student engagement.
After viewing the high school students’ film, my preservice
teachers had a lot to say about place-based education, and how
this project connects students to their local communities, and
society as a whole. One student commented, “Obviously, the kids
in the movie care about what is happening to their homes and
land. We need that heart in schools, or what they are learning
means nothing.”
Many students also commented on the topic of climate change.
“Now I know why I take the time to recycle! It’s not much, but
it’s a small step I can take to help preserve the world’s cultures.”
Another student said, “Now that I know this—about the
challenges facing Kwig due to climate change—I feel obligated
to do something about it.” Climate change now has a name and a
face. It’s personal.
Similar projects that focus on topics of local concern could
be created within other curricula. Any place-based study could
benefit from hearing the voices of those most affected. Travel
to each place is certainly not mandatory. Using even simple
technology such as email or Skype could connect classrooms
across town or across the world. Because, in the end, it is all about
the relationships that can be forged as a result of storytelling. The
more we know about others through their stories, in their own
voices, the more inspired we might be to recognize those voices in
our own.
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Climate Change Education

greenhouse effect until a guest speaker came into my science class
in eighth grade. As a few members of Franklin High School’s
graduating class crossed the stage wearing their beaded “woodcookie” necklaces, my mind conjured vivid images of the place
they got those keepsakes; a week in sixth grade that we all spent
learning environmental science in the woods near Mt. Hood.
Again, though, my nostalgia turned negative as I recalled that we
were the last group of students to have the full six-day Outdoor
School experience; the following year, Multnomah Education
Service District shortened the program to three days. My
reflections left me with the conviction that the school system as I
knew it could not be counted on to teach climate science.
Reversing the consequences of climate change grows
increasingly difficult each day. With this is in mind, we must find
ways to teach our youngest students about climate change as
early as possible, because they will be the ones most affected by it.
Big Ideas in a Shrunken School

Climate Change Education:
A Student’s Perspective
Recognizing the need to teach young students
about the consequences of climate change,
one graduating high school senior created
a presentation for fourth graders at his old
elementary school.
by Eliot Brody

A

t my recent high school graduation, I found myself
reflecting on the 12 years I spent in Oregon’s largest
school district, Portland Public Schools. While I sat
through the speeches in my oversized, wrinkly gown, I thought
about all that I had learned in those 12 years. And all that I hadn’t.
As I sifted through the many topics that had been covered in
my schooling, my thoughts lingered on the conspicuous absence
of climate change education—I had known nothing about the
CLEARING Spring 2018

Two months before graduation officially concluded my
Portland Public Schools journey, I paid a special visit to the place
where it all began, Glencoe Elementary School. I walked through
what felt like shrunken hallways in the familiar building, dodging
elementary schoolers as they hurried back to class from lunch.
Only seven years before, I had been in their position, but I was
there now to be their guest teacher. I was accompanied by a
classmate and friend, Mabel Miller, and together we had prepared
an hour-long presentation on climate change for the school’s
fourth graders.
Glencoe has four fourth grade classes, each with around 30
students. Miller and I planned to teach lessons in two of the
classes that day, before presenting to the other two classes the
following day. As we prepared our Google Slides presentation
in our first class, there was an audible hubbub among the fourth
graders about the two unfamiliar teenagers standing awkwardly
at the front of their classroom. One brave student even called out
to us, “Who are you?” Before we could say anything, Ms. Clark,
the teacher, hushed her class and reminded them who we were by
pointing to the day’s schedule on a chalkboard. Scrawled in white
chalk was, “Franklin High School visitors,” next to, “12:00 p.m.”
I glanced out at the large group of antsy nine and ten yearolds, then over at Miller. Her face displayed my own worries:
how will we keep the attention of these kids? I silently thanked
her for preparing an interactive, climate change-themed activity
to do with the students when they got restless. Ms. Clark turned
to us with a smile and informed us that we could start whenever
we were ready. I leaned over to turn on the projector, and we
introduced ourselves and began.
First, we gauged the fourth graders’ prior knowledge on the
subject. We asked what the phrase “climate change” made the
students think about and how it made them feel. We got a variety
of responses, from “it makes me sad” to detailed accounts of the
polar ice caps melting. Then, we showed slides explaining:
•

The distinction between “climate” and “weather,” and
how climate change is different from seasonal fluctuations
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Climate Change Education
(continued)
in temperature and weather.
The atmosphere, how it can vary in size, and what
that means for average temperatures on the Earth. We
displayed a series of diagrams showing atmospheres of
varying sizes, and how much heat could escape in each
scenario. We also used plenty of analogies:
“It’s like your blanket at night. You don’t want one that’s too
heavy, or else you’ll be too hot.”
“It’s like sitting in a hot car in the summer. The windows let
the warmth from the sunlight in, and then that heat gets trapped
in the car.”
• Fossil fuels and how humans use them.
• Greenhouse gases and how they cause the greenhouse
effect. We specifically highlighted and explained carbon
dioxide, methane, and water vapor.
The many effects of climate change. We made the tougher
ideas as relatable for the students as possible, including talking
about what coral bleaching means for the livelihood of the aquatic
characters in the popular Disney movies Finding Nemo and
Finding Dory.
Small and big things that the students could do to fight climate
change.
•

As soon as we got into the material, it was apparent that the
kids were interested—far more interested than we had anticipated. We had expected our presentation to take the first 40 minutes,
leaving 20 minutes for the activity, but the students’ many questions and comments stretched our slideshow to take up the whole
hour. Instead of being bored or disinterested, the students wanted
to learn more about each detail and share their own stories and
experiences. We received a chorus of genuine-sounding “thank
you’s” from the students as we left.
In the next class, our presentation ran even more smoothly. I
was consistently surprised by how much the students wanted to
participate and ask questions, and again we finished the presentation without having to use the activity to fill time or focus the
students. At the end, a number of students came up to personally
thank us, and one girl gave me a bookmark emblazoned with the
words, “save the earth.”
The classes we presented to the following day were just as
welcoming and curious. The experience we had gained from the
previous day gave us more confidence as we taught. By the end of
the second day, we had given a crash course on climate change’s
underlying science and effects to well over 100 students. More
importantly, we had showed what they could individually do to
help. It had only taken four hours of our time, and the teachers
had happily extended their rooms, students, and class time to
our cause. The four teachers, all of whom had been around when
Miller and I attended Glencoe, even gave us a thank-you card.

At Franklin, we had both taken a class called Environmental
Justice and Sustainability. The format of the elective was to have
each student work on year-long projects related to sustainability.
The class was only two years old, having been started in the
2015-16 school year, but it had already made big strides and
inspired the adoption of a similar class by the same name at
another PPS school, Lincoln High School. Miller, as president of
Franklin’s Earth Club, had used the class to increase the club’s
size and presence in the school community (this year, over 60
students were in the club). Students had also created and run a
bottles-and-cans recycling system and started a vegetable garden,
among other endeavors. The class had even been able to improve
Franklin’s resource conservation strategies enough for the school
to earn recognition as a Merit-Level Oregon Green School.
My project was to coordinate outreach from our “green team”
to other nearby communities, including the rest of the PPS high
schools. Earlier in the year, I had focused on high school outreach
by helping form a coalition of students called High School Environmental Leadership Project (HELP). HELP brings together
high school students every other week to work on environmental
activism and make each PPS high school more sustainable. One
long-term HELP goal is to write a city ordinance that would bind
Portland lawmakers to reducing emissions. The project is called
YouCAN (Youth Climate Action Now) and is based on a model
that has been used in four other Oregon cities: Eugene, Bend,
Corvallis, and Ashland. One tactic that was used in Eugene was to
have students testify in front of the city council in favor of adopting the ordinance. YouCAN organizers in Eugene described the
importance of having youth of all ages testify, so HELP decided
that elementary school outreach would be an important step in
furthering this goal. At the end of our elementary school presentation, we told students that one of the big ways they could contribute to the cause is by attending a HELP summer camp or even
testifying in front of city council at some point. Many students
seemed interested in this, and we told the teachers that we would
keep them posted as the project developed. HELP’s climate justice
action camp will be held on August 24th and 25th this summer for
rising third graders, fourth graders, and fifth graders.
Miller and I had a number of reasons for teaching at Glencoe.
It furthered our work with HELP and allowed us to reach out as

Education, the Best Form of Activism
So, how did Miller and I end up back in our elementary school
two months before graduation?
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Franklin green team members to elementary school students in
the Franklin neighborhood. Most importantly, though, it allowed
us to teach about climate change to the generation that will be
most affected by it. It is extremely important that students are
taught at a young age to trust the scientists on this issue and not
the corporate propaganda.
Get High Schoolers Teaching Climate Science
After the successful lessons at Glencoe, I wanted to continue
to teach elementary schoolers about climate change. I emailed
a 4th grade teacher at Atkinson Elementary, another school in
the Franklin neighborhood. The teacher, Amy Nunn, seemed
enthusiastic about the lessons, and about a week after the Glencoe
lessons, Miller and I headed into Atkinson to teach Nunn’s
class. The experience was slightly different, as I hadn’t gone to
school at Atkinson. Even so, I felt more comfortable teaching this
time. For the first time, Miller and I were able to fit the climate
change activity into the presentation. For the activity, we gave
the students “before and after” pictures of glaciers. Half of the
pictures dated back to the early 20th century, and half were
modern pictures of the same glaciers. They looked very different,
which made the matching process difficult for the students, and
also showed them the effects of climate change.
Once again, it felt wonderful to be able to teach younger
students about such an important topic. Nunn also saw another
benefit to the lessons. “In fourth grade, students learn and practice
the speaking skills needed to effectively convey a message to
an audience,” she said. “Having high school students model
exemplary speaking skills provided the younger students with a
real life example of how to effectively educate an audience.”
PPS and other school systems have shown that they don’t
see climate education as a priority. I wish that I could have been
taught much earlier about the causes and effects of climate
change; I could have started my activism at a younger age if that
had been the case. Sometimes, though, you have to make your
own solution to problems like these. There are few roadblocks
preventing high schoolers from emailing their elementary school
teachers and asking to borrow some class time to teach about
climate change.

Explore Together

Nunn added, “As a professional educator, I would gladly
welcome back future high school students to share their scientific
understanding of how the local decisions we make directly impact
our Earth at a global level and how we can live more responsibly
to prevent further, negative changes to the Earth’s climate.”
Eliot Brody is a recent graduate of Franklin High School in Portland,
Oregon. He has been accepted to continue his studies in climate change
education at Occidental College in Los Angeles. We hope that Eliot will
be willing to contribute future articles as he learns more about climate
change education.
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The following articles were written and submitted by students in graduate education
programs at IslandWood, an environmental learning center of the University of
Washington. Additional articles will appear in the Fall 2018 issue of CLEARING.

Screens in the Forest:
How Technology Can Bridge the Transfer of
Learning in Outdoor Education and Connect
Young Scientists

Photo: Student zoologists and biologists work together to identify a Douglas squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasii). Photo by: Greta Righter
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A

by Greta Righter
s an instructor at IslandWood, an environmental
learning center on Bainbridge Island, WA, my week
with students is fleeting. I have four days during
IslandWood’s School Overnight Program (SOP) to
explore and investigate the natural world with groups of 4-6th
graders, and it never seems to be enough time. At IslandWood,
students gather for four days of learning on 250 acres of a forest
ecosystem, engaging in science, arts, and team-building activities
and lessons. Just as they are beginning to distinguish a Western
hemlock from a Douglas fir, and communicate well as a team, it’s
time for them to pack up and head home. Most of the students
are from the Seattle area, coming from various socioeconomic
backgrounds, and may or may not have access to nearby green
spaces in their home neighborhoods. As a newcomer to the field
of experiential outdoor education, I still have a nagging voice
that wonders if my students might walk away feeling like they
can only engage with the natural world if they are in the forest.
One aspect of teaching outdoor education that often feels most
challenging is the transfer of learning: how can I best encourage
students to carry their wonder and excitement of the natural
world home with them, even if home is an urban setting? In this
article I will describe an experiment with integrating technology
into my field studies, and how it made that nagging voice in my
head a little quieter.
Transfer of learning, or the ability to apply knowledge learned
in one context to new contexts, can feel like the ‘achilles heel’ of
outdoor education (Brown, 2010). Students are removed from
indoor classrooms, plopped into the woods for a week to learn
about nature, and then shuttled back to their desks a few days
later. As one outdoor educator put it, “a major and persistent
challenge for outdoor adventure education is the extent to which
the learning experiences of students affect change beyond the
immediate outdoor environment” (Brown, 2010, p.13). Programs
like IslandWood’s SOP seek to create continuity in this experience
through pre- and post-visit lessons to the classroom. Still, many
outdoor education programs do not have any means of assessing
transfer of learning. As I wave both hands goodbye to the buses
pulling away each week, a little voice in the back of my head
always wonders… “What will they remember? Did I make an
impact?”

Citizen Science & Phone Apps

Recently, I decided to focus my field instruction on the theme
of citizen science. The National Geographic Society defines citizen
science as “the practice of public participation and collaboration
in scientific research to increase scientific knowledge” (National
Geographic Society, 2012). With my student field group we broke
down this term and defined citizen science as ‘regular people
who make scientific observations’. I also provided some examples
to my students of large citizen science projects that are going on
around the world. In the interest of weaving citizen science work
into my lessons, I experimented with the iNaturalist app in the
field because it is user-friendly, it has a generalist focus on species
identification and location, and it has the ability to connect users
CLEARING Spring 2018

to other citizen scientists making similar discoveries. iNaturalist
describes its function as ‘a place where you can record what you
see in nature, meet other nature lovers, and learn about the natural
world’ (iNaturalist.org, 2012). It seemed like the perfect tool to
integrate into SOP, which focuses on making observations, and
supporting claims with gathered evidence. The iNaturalist app
provides a more interactive medium for recording and utilizing
data, while also connecting those observations beyond the
IslandWood setting.

The Struggle with ‘Screen time’

I felt some apprehension about introducing technology into
outdoor education. As someone who experiences the outdoors as
sanctuary, a place to escape the dings and rings of computers and
phones, it made my heart hurt a little bit to bring a glowing screen
into my field studies. I wondered, are technology and place-based
learning inherently at odds with each other? Does gazing into a
glowing screen detract from the experience of being immersed in
the natural processes of the world? As a self-proclaimed luddite,
one who fears and avoids the rapid progression of our techfocused society, it felt like going against the grain to introduce
technology into my field instruction. Worries about technology
failures, lack of access to the internet, and encouraging more
screen time amongst a generation of students who I honestly
believe need less screen time riddled my mind. There are many
who share this concern - a number of studies have linked the
increase in mobile screen use among children to a variety of
adverse outcomes including (but not limited to): decreased
ability to recognize human emotions (Uhls, et.al., 2014), increase
in childhood obesity rates (Chen, et.al., 2014), difficulty sleeping
(Cajochen, 2011), and increased anxiety and depression (Twenge,
et.al., 2017).
On the other hand, I believe that nothing is ever black and
white. Technology does not have to be the enemy, and teachers
and parents should not have to be suited up in a constant battle
against it. Screens are here, and they are here to stay, and there
are many good reasons for integrating technology into all areas of
instruction. The need for future generations to be highly proficient
in various forms of technology is of increasing importance
(Haberman, 2010, p. 85). Also, technology offers a different
medium of learning, and can broaden students’ connection with
the world beyond their classroom. But that’s the classroom… how
would it work to use an iPod out in the field?

How Did It Go?

The learning goals for our week of citizen science studies were
for students to 1.) work together so that each student would input
a new species identification into the iNaturalist app 2.) be able to
describe what citizen science is, and 3.) give an example of how
and where they would use this technology at home. In order to
ensure successful integration of technology in the field, I made
sure to establish some ‘tech norms’ before getting started:
Tech Norms:
Only the instructor (myself) will carry and use the iPod.
We will only utilize the phone for the iNaturalist app.
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Screens in the Forest
(continued)

Everyone will contribute one species identification to the
database.
We will work as a team to help each other identify and input
new species.
On our second full field day each student chose a specialist
name tag – they chose between: Mycologist, Botanist, Zoologist,
Entomologist, Ornithologist, & Marine Biologist. I explained
that this was not the only thing they could explore – in fact,
everyone’s goal for the day was to be a leader of investigating
their specialization for the whole group. The mycologist could
call others over when they found a mushroom they wanted help
identifying. The ornithologist could ask others what colors they
saw on that bird that just landed in a nearby tree. Our goal was
to work together. Each student was equipped with a unique field
guide, and other tools they might need to study the details of
organisms, such as binoculars, magnifying glasses, and jars to
collect specimens.
I immediately noticed that students were highly motivated to
identify the plants and creatures they were discovering because
of their interest in the iNaturalist app. Just as writing assignments
geared towards a real audience can increase student motivation,
so does recording observations and species identifications for a
world-wide database (Norton-Meier, Hand, Hockenberry, & Wise,
2008). We talked about the fact that our identifications may not
be accurate, but that was not the goal of the lesson. I reminded
them that their goals are to practice using field guides, to work
together to identify species, and to contribute their findings to the
iNaturalist database for other citizen scientists, just like them, to
review.
Our first species identification was at Blakely Harbor - a
Purple Shore Crab (Hemigrapsus nudus). Students were eager to
identify the gender of the
crab, and
wondered if
there was a
place to input
that data into
the app. I wasn’t
sure so we
searched together,
and we found that
there is a space to
add general field
notes so we put the
gender there. After
the Purple Shore
Crab, we identified
a Glaucous
A student entry to
Winged Gull
iNaturalist:
(Larus glaucescens)
Purple Shore Crab
and an Acorn
(Hemigrapsus nudus).
Barnacle (Balanus
iPod screenshot:
Greta Righter, 2017
glandula). Back in
the woods there
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were ambitious
plans for moss
and mushroom
identification. I
input all of the
ID’s just as the
students wanted
me to, even if we
weren’t 100%
sure that they
were correct.
That’s part of
the beauty of
the iNaturalist
app - it connects
us to other
people who are
making the same This student mycologist eagerly collected fifteen
discoveries,
specimens of mushroom. Photo by Greta Righter.
reviewing our
pictures, and it
allows them to reach out to us if they think we may have erred.
Just as my students worked together to pour through the pages of
their field guides, all scientists work together to make discoveries
and make sense of the world around us.
Transfer of Learning through Technology
Apps like iNaturalist provide a familiar and intriguing medium
for recording observations and create a means to transfer those
observation skills from the outdoor education experience back to
the student’s life at home. Each of my students left IslandWood
with iNaturalist written down in their journals and a location
they thought might use the app at home. This week I gave my
students a tool - a real live tool. Not a theoretical idea or feeling,
but something tangible that they can walk away with and use in
their day-to-day lives at home or school. They can use this tool to
continue practicing their observation skills, nurturing their own
interest in the environment, and connecting with other citizen
scientists. Through sharing this technology with my students, I
realized that even though I chose to limit my own screen time, it is
unrealistic for me to expect the same of upcoming generations. As
long as the generations of a highly technological world are going
to be using phones and tablets, then perhaps we, as educators,
should be striving to create the best possible outcomes for this
screen time.
References for this article can be found on the web version at
http://www.clearingmagazine.org/archives/
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Greta Righter is an instructor and graduate
student at IslandWood on Bainbridge Island,
WA. She is pursuing her M. Ed. in Curriculum
& Instruction at the University of Washington.
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Summer Swallow facilitating the creation of a community web with IslandWood students. (photo: Summer Swallow)

Tangible Connections
The Value of Community Agreements

by Alyssa Caplan and Summer Swallow

T

he world is full of connections, and as educators
we strive to facilitate appreciations and awareness
among students by helping them to see the benefits
of diversity, and how, through our differences, communities
become stronger. As instructors at IslandWood, an outdoor school
in the Pacific Northwest located across the Puget Sound from
Seattle, we provide an immersive residential outdoor educational
experience for fourth through sixth grade students. We have four

ABSTRACT
Student-generated community agreements serve to create a positive
learning community in residential outdoor environmental programs.
This activity is essential and creates opportunities to reveal connections
between people and ecosystems by weaving together Native Education,
diversity, team building, and hands-on learning. Visualizing connections
make community agreements both tangible and meaningful for
students. In fostering these connections through collaboration, students
are introduced to stewardship through four lenses (Embracing
Adventure, Helping the Environment, Exploring Here and There, and
Living and Learning in Community). Students reflect on time spent
building their community and experiences of stewardship by creating a
web out of yarn.
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days to create memorable experiences for our students, and this
hinges upon quickly creating a community of trust and support,
especially given that many students who come to us have spent
little to no time in a forest setting.
The Four Pillars of Stewardship
At IslandWood, our goal is to create positive and impactful
experiences where children are engaged with their natural
environment while also connecting with IslandWood’s four
pillars of stewardship: Embracing Adventure, Helping the
Environment, Exploring Here and There, and Living and
Learning in Community. While at IslandWood we encourage
students to “Embrace Adventure” by trying new things in the
garden, climbing the forest canopy tower (a 118- foot tall retired
fire lookout station which allows students to see the various
layers of the forest canopy), participate in a night hike, work as
a team to ‑complete challenges and more. Students “Help the
Environment” by reducing food waste, learning about compost,
becoming a lifelong member of the ‘Dirty Pocket Club’ (picking
up trash) and learning the principles of “leave no trace”. We help
students to “Explore Here and There” by making connections
between IslandWood and their home communities such as
helping them identify fauna and flora they may see at home. Our
(continued on next page)
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Tangible Connections
(continued)

last pillar of stewardship is “Living and Learning in Community”.
Students are constantly engaged in this pillar with community
agreements, trail roles, repeated opportunities to turn and talk
about a prompt, meet people outside their normal friend groups,
and meet children from other schools in the dining hall and
during group games. Throughout the week we honor moments in
which we see students exemplifying these pillars and ask them to
reflect upon moments in which they saw others doing the same.
This scaffolding encourages students to take responsibility for
their impact upon the community and realize their individual
influence.
In order to create a positive community atmosphere and
set our students up for success, our team collectively creates
a Community Agreement, which elicits knowledge from the
students about what makes a caring and healthy community.
Using a scaffolded approach, we begin by asking our students
to reflect on community agreements they may have already
encountered at their schools, in their classrooms, or with sport’s
teams. Most, if not all, of those elements are applicable here at
our IslandWood campus, as this is a “School in the Woods” not
a sleepaway camp. There are many ways to make a community
agreement, some of which are thematically illustrated in the form
of a tree or tea, others can simply be a list of ideals. Specifically,
we would like to focus on the construction and implementation
of the Community Web, our twist on a communtiy agreement.
Regardless of the theme, the Community Agreement is a living
document and it can be added to and adjusted as different
situations arise within the team.
Creating a Community Web
“Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread
within it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things are
bound together. All things connect.”
—Chief Sealth (Chief Seattle)*
Field groups read this quote out loud to initiate a conversation
on the concept of community. Additionally, it is used for
brainstorming who Chief Sealth was and his impact on creating
connections between native and non-native people (for more
information on teaching children about tribal sovereignty, see
resources below). Many of our students, being from the Puget
Sound region of Washington, know a little about Chief Sealth’s
impact. When asked to recall information we often hear responses
such as “he was a famous Native American chief who talked with
settlers.” Recognition of the historical importance of Chief Sealth
and how he contributed to building bridges between people is
an example of how one can strive to increase connections and
strengthen positive interactions within diverse communities. This
also pays homage to Chief Sealth and his people, whose ancestral
*As Chief Seattle didn’t speak English, this quote is a common
translation that is accredited to him.
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Students adding behavior norms to their Community Agreement. Photo: Alyssa Kaplan

land we now occupy, helping students to forge meaningful
connections between their neighborhoods and IslandWood.
Once we’ve discussed the power of interconnections and
prior experiences with community agreements, we then unveil
the template for our team agreement on a large piece of butcher
paper. In the center is the foundation of our web with the title,
“[Team Name] Community Agreement” surrounded by a strand
for each of our students, chaperones and instructors (Figure 1).
Before we begin filling it out, we discuss characteristics of each
visible aspect. Each team member chooses a strand to which
they add their name and a strength that they will contribute
to the team this week, it is important that they then share that
strength out loud to the team. Generally these strengths are
characteristics such as humor, artistic, problem-solver, helpful and
kind. Occasionally, students respond with traits such as ‘crazy’,
without context this could be misinterpreted, for this student
it meant having lots of energy and therefore carried a positive
connotation. By verbalizing traits, not only are we checking for
understand but also learning how students view themselves and
how they are comfortable contributing towards the team. Once
each team member has added their name and positive attribute,
we then brainstorm what sort of behaviors we want to see within
our team. The goal with this is to establish team behavior norms
to ensure we have a safe and fun week of learning and exploring.
Behaviors brainstormed here generally include: be respectful,
listen to each other, have fun, to be safe and neighborly (Figure
2). We explain that as team members exemplify these behaviors,
they will get to draw a line that connects themselves to that
behavior, thus increasing connections between team members
and showcasing personal growth. In acknowledging the daily
progress of our students, we are tapping into the reward pathway
of the brain (Zadina, 2014, p. 102).
At the end of each day we revisit and review the community
agreement, add our behavior lines and a loop around the outside
which symbolizes team building and connections becoming
stronger between the team members (Figure 3). These additions
enable the students to literally see the connections being created
within our team, being able to visualize these connections adds
meaning to the activity and utilizes the visual oriented regions
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of the brain (Zadina, 2014). This can be used as a formative
assessment to see how connections between students, and
behaviors of an individual, have changed over time.
Greater Connections
Creating these tangible bonds allows us to take the web a
step further and make an analogy in which we discuss how
our community is similar to those within a natural ecosystem.
Different organisms rely on one another for support and if one
were to be removed from the web, the whole system would
change. This then leads to conversations about interdependent
relationships occurring in nature, as well as discussions about
how diversity make a system stronger. This can begin with
a conversation on diversity within natural ecosystems - the
more connections within a system, the greater the resilience in
the face of change; “higher-diversity communities generally
are more productive and are better able to withstand and
recover from environmental stresses, such as droughts. More
diverse communities are also more stable year to year in their
productivity” (Reece, Wasserman, Urry, Minorsky, Cain &
Jackson, 2014, p. 1217). This same principle coincides with
diversity within human populations - the stronger and more
diverse the connections, the stronger the community, “students
benefit from exposure to cultural as well as intellectual
heterogeneity, and they learn from one another” (Haberman, 1991,
p. 294). This allows for a transfer of learning to the classroom
or home community, and can lead to discussions about how
students can increase their connections and build bridges between
communities. For example, teachers could create opportunities
for service learning projects in which students are directly
interacting with their larger ecological and personal communities
such as habitat restoration projects. As Haberman puts it in his
article, Pedagogy of Poverty versus Good Teaching, “we need
graduates who have learned to take action in their own behalf and
in behalf of others” (1991, p. 293). With such a project, students
would utilize elements of collaboration, apply practical skills and
continue their engagement with the four pillars of stewardship.
Tying It All Together
We end the week in a circle around our community agreement,
for a final review, we reflect upon the connections we built this
week and the ways in which we have engaged in stewardship.
During a quiet minute of reflection, we prompt the students to
think about how they have honored the agreement, and how their
teammates have done the same. Students use the four pillars as
a framework for sharing a time they themselves exemplified a
pillar and then honor a moment they saw a teammate doing the
same. Once everyone has had time to collect their thoughts we
pull out a ball of yarn and explain that they will be creating their
own stewardship web. One student begins sharing how they
accomplished a pillar and then, while still holding the end of the
yarn, passes the ball to any teammate and shares with the group
a moment they saw that member demonstrate a pillar. Whoever
receives the yarn does the same, first for themselves, then for a
teammate. This continues until the last person to receive the yarn
honors the first person who spoke. Once someone has received
the yarn, they may not receive it again. The yarn is then tied off,
the web having been completed (see photo above).
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We ask the students to hold the yarn loosely in their hands,
then together take a collective step backwards and ask if they
could feel the yarn being pulled through their hand. At this point
we revisit the words of Chief Sealth and explain to our students

Creation of the yarn web around the community web.
Photo: Summer Swallow.

that everything they did this week impacted everyone in the
team. That all of our actions are truly connected, no actions truly
occur in isolation. We tell the kids how proud we are of their hard
work and dedication during our week together, asking them to
remember this team and community as they prepare to leave
IslandWood. We then invite them to break off a piece of the yarn
to carry with them, as an ever present reminder that they, and
their actions, matter.
Our ultimate goal towards creating a positive learning
experience for these students ideally is then transferred to their
regular school and home life. The strength of connections is
fundamental to becoming an active world citizen. Highlighting
the contributions of all team members serves to illustrate the
value of diversity and inclusion. Regardless of their young age,
the power of their actions creates a ripple in the vast and everchanging web of life.

Author Notes: More information on teaching children about
Tribal Sovereignty can be found through the Washington Office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruction’s (OSPI) office of Native
American Education’s curriculum: Since Time Immemorial: Tribal
Sovereignty in Washington State (indian-ed.org)
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enthusiast, and Alyssa Kaplan, a passionate
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their time teaching 4th – 6th graders at
IslandWood, an residential outdoor school,
on Bainbridge Island, Washington while
working on their Master degrees at the
University of Washington.
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Brave with
Braids
Empowering young
female voices

By Jennifer Allen

A

uthor Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s words have been
echoing in my head recently; “We teach girls to shrink
themselves, to make themselves smaller, we say to girls,
‘You can have ambition, but not too much.’ ‘You should aim to be
successful, but not too successful, otherwise you would threaten
the man.’” Up until five years ago, I was that small girl. I strongly
believed that I could not learn. I went through school without faith
in my abilities in math or science, and
history and language felt irrelevant.
Fortunately, when I attended college, I met
a few professors who provided me with
life altering experiences, and my attitude
towards learning completely changed.
My new love of learning fueled my way through my undergraduate
degree in education. After graduation, I spent three years teaching
fifth grade science, hoping to inspire the same love of learning. Today,
I am working towards my Masters in Science Education, somewhere
I never dreamed I would be academically. I am a part of a unique
program through the University of Washington called Education for
Environment and Community at IslandWood, an outdoor school on
Bainbridge Island, WA. I take classes and teach students who come
from the Seattle area and stay for nearly a week to learn about science,
stewardship, and teamwork.
There is a stark difference between classroom teaching and where
I am now. Breaking down
the classroom walls and
teaching in the natural
world means that I get to
spend my days exploring
the forest, wetlands, and
shoreline with students,
looking for magical teaching
moments and providing
lessons in the context of
the content. What I didn’t
anticipate is how much I
would miss building strong
relationships with students
over the course of a year. I
miss watching their growth,
coaching them through
arguments they would get
in with friends, and being
IslandWood
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a shoulder for them to cry on when things didn’t feel safe at home.
During my first few weeks teaching at IslandWood, I contemplated
if I was making any lasting impact in such a short time spent with
the students. Just when I had decided that I could make a bigger
difference elsewhere, I met a girl who changed my mind.
In my group that week were four girls, most of whom were
incredibly soft-spoken, and five boys, most of whom were loud and
opinionated. Where the boys scribbled down answers to reflection
questions and quickly returned to exploring or joking around with
each other, the girls took their time, answering thoughtfully and with
perfect, petite handwriting. When a question was posed to the group,
the boys were quick to raise their hands or shout out answers, while
the girls either avoided eye contact or hesitantly put their hands in
the air. It was troubling how quick the girls were to step back and let
the spotlight shine on the boys of the group, and how happy the boys
were to bask in it. This confidence gap became most apparent with
Maddie*, a small girl in a bright pink raincoat with her hair pulled
back in two neat braids.
The first time her confidence, or lack thereof, was brought to my
attention was on our way down to Blakely Harbor, about a mile and
a half away from IslandWood’s main campus. Each team member
had a role to fill on our way down the hill. Maddie was a “Navigator”
along with Nate*, a highly eloquent and confident boy. Maddie had
communicated with me early on that she did not like to speak in front
of groups of her peers, so when she volunteered to be a Navigator, I
was delightfully surprised. Armed with their maps and a compass,
they started to lead the way, as I walked a few strides behind them
with the rest of the group. Nate’s friend Mateo*, an equally confident
and even more outspoken boy, decided he would help the pair in
finding their way to the harbor. We reached a split in the trail, the trio
paused, and the two boys loudly proclaimed we needed to go to the
left. Maddie disagreed quietly as the boys took off. She had an idea
of which way to go with evidence to back it up, but did not have the
confidence to share it with her male peers.
I was once a lot like Maddie. I lacked confidence in my ideas and
in my ability to contribute them to a group. As I read Schoolgirls: Young
Women, Self-Esteem, and the Confidence Gap by Peggy Orenstein, I was
frequently faced with memories of my past; my development as a
young woman was reflected in the stories of many of the 8th grade
girls with whom Orenstein spent time over the course of a year. I was
reminded of my lack of confidence, my need to be well-liked, and my
fear of making mistakes, especially in public. I was also reminded of
many students from my three years in the classroom. Daily, it was
made clear that there was a discrepancy between the boys and girls
when it comes to academic self confidence. Orenstein described this
accurately when she states, “For a girl, the passage into adolescence is
not just marked by a menarche or a few new curves. It is marked by
a loss of confidence in herself and her abilities, especially in math and
science.” (1994)
Troubled by the evidence of the confidence gap in my personal and
professional experience as well as in my research, I reflected on how I
got myself to graduate school coming from the days of making myself
small and believing that I could not learn. I started to wonder where
I gained my current, sometimes-wavering, but much higher sense of
confidence. Slowly, I began to realize that my most influential moments

* Not their real names.
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were those spent outdoors. I found confidence deep on the rainforest
floor, high up in the misty cloud forest, on the tops of frigid mountains,
in the eyes of bats, and the flippers of sea turtles. It took until college for
me to experience science in a way that was accessible, in a place we can
all feel a connection: the natural world.
According to the Women in STEM: A Gender Gap to Innovation
survey done in 2009, only 24% of the STEM careers in the U.S. are
filled by women (2011). Women are underrepresented in these fields
because we, as teachers and parents, fail to provide girls with an
accessible science and math education. Giving girls a meaningful,
natural, scientific experience at the prime time for their coming into
womanhood will plant a seed that, with the right amount of nurturing,
can grow into a gloriorious bloom of self love, determination, and
confidence in science.
This started to become clear to me
during my week with Maddie and
her classmates. After several minutes
of reluctance, she eventually spoke
up about which way the harbor was.
The boys finally listened to her and
decided to try it out. When it was clear
that they were leading us the correct
way, Maddie beamed. I watched her
closely throughout the week as she
began to participate, get her hands
dirty, and shamelessly and aggressively
participate in science.

Giving girls a meaningful,
natural, scientific experience at the
prime time for their coming into
womanhood will plant a seed that,
with the right amount of nurturing,
can grow into a gloriorious bloom
of self love, determination, and
confidence in science.

Her new confidence began to leak
into other areas. When the boys were
loudly playing the piano in the art
studio the next day, I saw her staring
longingly in their direction. “Can you
play?” I asked. She nodded shyly, as if
she knew what I was going to say next;
“Let’s hear it!” After many shakes of
her head and encouragement from me,
including a reminder of the navigation
event the day before, she agreed to play
a song and blew us all away with the
beautiful tune. The climax of the entire
week came on the last night, when
she sang a song all by herself in front of over 100 other students at
community campfire. She was extraordinarily nervous and insistent
that she wouldn’t end up performing. When she got on stage and
started to sing, tears filled my eyes. Here was a young girl that came
to IslandWood on Monday, reluctant to talk in front of her eight
other group members, putting herself in one of the most vulnerable
positions a fifth grader can be in. I watched Maddie steadily feel more
comfortable with science as she engaged in hands-on, approachable
activities and team building.
At IslandWood and in similar programs, there is a focus not only
on the sciences, but on building a safe community. Between countless
team building opportunities and honest and explicit discussions on
kindness, empathy, and emotional and physical safety we create an
environment that allows students to feel comfortable to take risks and
make mistakes. This space allows girls to begin to engage scientifically,
and Maddie is not the only girl in whom I have seen this growth.
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More recently, I had a group of five girls and seven boys. Like
Maddie’s group, most of the girls were timid to participate in
discussions, and most of the boys had more to say than we had time to
hear. On Tuesday morning, we had a discussion to debrief an activity
called Each One Teach One, where each student takes turns teaching
the other students about a plant found on IslandWood property.
The students had a chance to reflect on the discussion questions
beforehand by answering them in their field journals. The first
question was, “What was it like to be a teacher?” The students were
encouraged to call on each other and they did so by whose hand was
up. Every student with their hand up had the chance to share. Five of
the twelve students responded, with 100% of the responses coming
from males. Not a single female raised her hand to contribute.
We focused a lot that week on team building
and productive discussions, and it paid off.
I watched as the girls gradually opened up
more to each other, the group, and me. Our two
navigators for our Wednesday Harbor trip were
both females who started the week off not at all
friends, but had their arms around each other’s
shoulders by the time we go to the harbor.
When we were exploring the nutrient cycle, it
was mostly the girls who dug their hands deep
into the compost and fearlessly breathed in the
scent of decomposition. On Thursday morning
before the students left, we had one last group
discussion. I posed the question, “What can
you do after IslandWood to continue practicing
stewardship?” This time, there were 22 total
student responses, 64% of which were from
males (who made up 58% of the group) and 36%
from females (who made up 42% of the group.)
Every student responded verbally, and four
students responded in writing. After they had
left, I sat down to read the feedback the group
had left for me. One of the questions was, “What
was one thing I taught you?” Atari*, the most
quiet of the girls, the one who needed the most
encouragement to share her ideas, wrote, “You
taught me that my voice matters.”

I have only been teaching at IslandWood for
a short amount of time, but I have learned that
I can make a difference in students’ lives in just four short days. I’ve
seen many girls, and even some boys, go from keeping their eyes on
the ground and standing aside to getting their hands dirty. I’ve seen
them go from speaking in near whispers to getting excited about
science. Seeing these incredible changes take place never fails to fill my
heart. We need to teach boys to share the spotlight and encourage girls
to shine. We need to provide an accessible science education for girls if
we want to live in a society where all genders share the responsibility
of caring for the environment and moving forward through the STEM
fields.
IslandWood

References for this article can be found on the web version at http://
www.clearingmagazine.org/archives/13653
Jennifer Allen is working towards a Masters in Science Education degree
from the University of Washington at Island Wood.
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The Compassionate
Educator: Empathy
and Environmental
Education
by Tom Stonehocker

A

common challenge in environmental education is
working with students who feel disconnected from their
environment. This disconnection not only impedes
a student’s ability to understand how natural systems function,
it also affects how they value the natural world. This is caused not
necessarily from lack of education, but the lack of focus on types
of learning that build social-emotional skills in students.
Environmental work is inherently about responding to the
needs of a changing planet. Environmental education must also
continually focus on responding to the needs of our students so
that they can grow to do the same for others. The study of nature
is the study of relationships, and we would be wise to include
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ourselves in that definition, and perhaps even more importantly,
those around us.
Author and educator Joseph Cornell shares that, “Our enjoyment
and appreciation of life depends on our ability to sense feelings
of other creatures, escaping our self-definitions to taste the joy
of self-forgetful empathy with others” (Cornell, 1998, p.33). If
young people are not well practiced in putting themselves into
perspectives outside of their normal selves, how can they be
expected to understand and care for the natural world?
Through my own reflections and experience as a field
instructor at Islandwood, “a school in the woods”, located in
Washington state, I have witnessed the value of being able to take
on other perspectives. By adopting new points of view, we are
better able to make informed and meaningful connections with
ourselves, with others, and with our environment. As educators,
the opportunites we provide our students largely do not come
from the knowledge we can impart, rather our ability to engage
students in experiences that speak to where they are coming
from in life. To teach in this way, we must be willing to step out
of our own experience from time to time and into the experiences
of others in our community. Fortunately, with practice and
thoughtful action, empathy can be used to increase the impact of
our teaching.
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Beyond Egocentrism
In Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature, the authors describe
a progression toward empathy that begins as students learn to
recognize and express their own needs. “Over time and with your
encouragement, they will go beyond asserting their needs into
taking responsibility for them and being proactive about them”
(Young, Haas, and McGown, 2010, p. 268). This growing sense
of responsibility might be observed in simple acts, like noticing a
student plan ahead by bringing warm and dry clothing. It might
be a student who articulates that they are uncomfortable with a
certain aspect of an activity and opens a conversation to plan an
alternative.
Young, et al. go on to describe how this behavior often
expands into a greater awareness of others and tending to their
needs as well (2010). I have witnessed this progression in my
students as I see them begin to speak up for each other. Students
also feel more comfortable affirming the positive attributes
that their peers bring to the group, and begin to feel a sense of
comradery and pride with group identity.
“This same tending sensibility will also show itself as
care for the natural world -and especially one’s own native
romping grounds” (Young, et al., 2010, p. 268). In watching how
self-care can grow into caring for others, it’s easy to imagine
this expanding beyond just people and encompassing the
environment as well. Developing a sense of place begins when a
person starts to have deeper familiarity with their surroundings,
and ultimately begins to feel at home where they are. Feeling a
sense belonging is a true testament to the number and quality of
the relationships built.
Helping Students to Cultivate Empathy
An important way to help a group of students begin to
see from perspectives other than their own is by helping each
individual realize the interconnectedness present within a
community. One way to encourage this sense of interpersonal
connection is by engaging them in team-building challenges.
Of course there are millions of activities that achieve this -I’ve
seen wonders happen when I challenge group of ten students to
transport themselves 25 feet across an expanse of “shark-infested
hot lava” using only four foam seat-pads as stepping stones. They
become invested in a successful outcome for the group and along
the way, they discover the role that each person plays and how
they can more carefully and effectively communicate with one
another.
These types of play-based collaborations have helped groups
of students with intense trust and interpersonal challenges to
become significantly more community-minded and thoughtful
of each other’s needs. Sometimes, we must recognize that there
is more work than can be achieved in our time together with
students, but we must not let that stop us from trying.
One of my favorite activities to facilitate with students to dive
even deeper into empathy is to engage them in storytelling from
the perspective of a non-human element of the natural world.
Students get to create their own narrative, which could be a short
story, poem, or comic about any living or nonliving component
found in our place.
One memorable story came from a student who, after having
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trouble coming up with ideas for his story, eventually wrote a
beautiful piece about a plant he had learned about earlier in the
day, the Evergreen Huckleberry.
One time there was [an] Evergreen Huckleberry. People and
animals came every second to take the berry. A bird comes and make
a house out of you, but the evergreen huckleberry can’t do nothing.
So every time it grows [berries], people or animals take it. The tree
was mad...because they were eating its berry. It [wanted] revenge and
a 10-year-old kid came and said, ‘Stop, we were not hurting you, we
were only [taking] berries because it taste good and we take out the
seeds and grow another tree. No big deal.’”
Another student wrote from the perspective of a Salal plant
that lives through the challenges of each season and ultimately
feels unwanted by the other members of the forest community.
She wrote,
“A small blueberry tree [looked] at me and said, ‘Salal you
are great just like you are. You don’t need to be bigger and we
need you. We need you, like you have very [delicious] and sweet
[berries] and animals need you. Look, the [deer] needs you for
your [berries].’ Salal said ‘Cool, I’m special.’”
In both of these stories, students are demonstrating their
understanding of ecological relationships but also have some
compelling themes of personal struggle. Both stories have
moments when the main character is feeling underappreciated
until another member of the community shows them they are
valued. People of all ages struggle with self-confidence or feeling
like an outsider. These stories illustrate how students can identify
threads of connection across boundaries. This helps them develop
new interpretations of environmental relationships andf also
interpersonal relationships.
Another strength of perspective storytelling is that it helps
students to view the natural world through a creative lens, and
allows them to do so on their own terms and in their preferred
medium. The perspective storytelling activity I shared with
my students involved writing, but perspective storytelling can
be done with singing, rapping, dancing, acting, or any other
interpretation. By giving them flexibility in how they complete the
activity, students will be more successful in reaching the goals of
connecting with place and practicing empathy.
Showing Students We Care
Environmental and outdoor education inherently provides
experiences that are new and often uncomfortable for students.
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CLEARING:
20 Great
Activities
to Develop
Eco-Literacy
How can learning be fun
and interesting? How can
we rekindle appreciation of
nature?

by Chris Helander

T

here are many people who
say our current model for
learning is ineffectual. Parents and
educators are asking how do you reach
young people who seem apathetic and
unmotivated to learn. In old cultures
before schools, books, and grades; people
learned by being mentored. Using stories, ceremony, games, and survival skills
everyone and everything was a teacher.
In the modern model of education learning is force fed, sitting in chairs, listening
to an adult spouting out information to
be memorized. Modern children learning
this way are trained to get their knowledge by memorization of someone elseís
knowledge. They do not learn how to
develop the questioning mind or follow
their hearts to learn from their own
experiences.

have never sat in a classroom, they donít
read or write yet they use far more of
their brain than the modern educated
person. In aboriginal cultures not only
the parents and extended family of the
community are the mentors but nature
itself is understood as a powerful and
inﬁnitely wise teacher. By observing
nature we learn from the tress, from
the animals, and from the birds. In our
modern culture we learn almost exclusively from books, and lecture, while our
We have all heard about the studyoung people are
ies done on
more inclined to
the modern
For the questioning mind learning learn from T.V.
human brain
which show
never concludes because it is an
At Coyote’s
we only use
endless journey with an inﬁnite Path Wilderness
10% of our
School one of the
brains. Recent
number of destinations.
skills we mentor
studies show
to others is the art
an alarmof survival skills. When I ﬁrst began
ing further decrease to between 5% and
to teach, I taught as I had been taught
7% thinking power. Could it be due to
in school. This was the “show and
getting our information almost entirely
tell” what I knew about survival skills
through visually focused stimulation?
method. One of my mentors, Jon Young
These same studies done on people livof Wilderness Awareness School, in his
ing in aboriginal cultures demonstrated
Art of Mentoring workshop, calls it the
brain use at 60% and up to 70% in the
“drag and brag” style of teaching. After
healers and trackers. Could it be due to
I had taken his workshop I asked Jon
using all their senses to get information
to come to Portland to teach a weekend
about their world, which means using
of nature skills at Oxbow Park. I was at
all of their brain to learn? These people
my teaching station telling my students
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everything I knew about the Cedar Tree.
Jon walked by, stopped and listened
for awhile and then asked me “Are
you asking them lots of questions?” I
answered yes, but after he smiled and
walked away I realized I had only asked
a few questions of my students. I was
deep in teacher “show and tell” mode.
Giving answers even before I was asked
a question. How much more meaningful would the experience have been if I
had them ﬁnd the answers by saying the
following:
Everyone come over to this tree and
smell the branches.
Now smell the bark.

Which one smells stronger?

Has anyone ever smelled this tree
before?

Why do people put it in their closets?

Do you think that works in the woods
too?
So what could you use this for in the
woods?
How could you use it in a shelter?
Could you put it on your skin?
Go ahead rub a little bit of it between
your ﬁngers?

0AGE 

Sign up for the
monthly E-newsletter
from CLEARING.
Stay in touch with
the latest stories,
resources, and ideas
in environmental
education!
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The Compassionate Educator

Being There

(continued)

Some students have spent very little time outdoors, some are
away from their families for the first time, and some are working
with people they don’t know very well. It is a vulnerable time
for many, and often students’ interpersonal and intrapersonal
challenges are placed secondary to content. The best way we can
teach empathy is by practicing it ourselves.
I frequently encounter students with anxiety from being away
from home. It is incredibly difficult for a student to experience
the wonders of nature when they are in tears and sick to their
stomach from being anxious. I approach these students by
thinking about where I was at 10 years old. I remember being
at outdoor school being unable to sleep, staying up at night
crying, and feeling so alone in my discomfort. By stepping into
the shoes of my 10-year-old self, I am better able to help students
feel like they are being heard and help them persist through their
challenges. I acknowledge the difficulty and pain, but remind
them of the ways in which I’ve watched them succeed during our
time together.
Being empathetic toward students also helps us as educators
be more responsive to diverse groups of students. Something as
seemingly straightforward as writing in a nature journal may
cause great stress for an English Language Learner or a student
with different learning abilities. It’s important for us to assess how
we are connecting with our students, because it ultimately affects
how they will be able to connect with the natural world.
Many educators feel constrained when their curricula is focused
on meeting state and national achievement standards. Some may
not realize that NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards) was
designed to improve the equity of science education and serve
diverse populations and learners (Quinn, 2015). At its core, NGSS
help students explore concepts that are applicable across many
different scales and subjects.
It is precisely this adaptability to a broad range of learners
that demonstrates how integral empathy is in science teaching.
An important tenet of NGSS is to create an environment where
students feel at home and are “welcomed as full members, and
invited to share their ideas and participate fully” (Quinn, 2015,
p. 16). Reaching this place of comfort will happen after learning
to be appropriately responsive to the needs of the students.
Getting there could be as simple as providing opportunities for
movement within lessons, inviting them to incorporate personal
or family stories as part of the activity, or by keeping the focus on
experience rather than outcome.

In her 2012 novel, Wonder, R.J. Palacio writes, “It’s not enough
to be friendly. You have to be a friend” (p. 312). I interpret this to
mean that we can treat others with kindness, but it means little if
we are not working towards creating a meaningful relationship.
In environmental education, we must prioritize relationshipbuilding if we are to truly show that we care for future
generations and the planet. By being present and attentive to
student needs, we can help them cultivate a rich and meaningful
connection to nature. By helping create these relationships, we
are helping to create a future where people are fully invested
in and advocate for the wellbeing of their natural and human
communities.
Tom Stonehocker is a naturalist, graduate
student, and field instructor who
works with 4th & 5th-grade students
at Islandwood, an outdoor school on
Bainbridge Island, Washington.
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Making content more relevant to student lives can help concepts
feel less abstract and more tangible. Kathy Liu Sun (2017)
suggests incorporating guests to share their perspective and
speak from experience. Hearing from voices that students can
identify with helps add personal meaning and relevance. When
learning is rooted in the experiences of real people and real
places, students will recognize the authenticity and be more able
to make connections back to themselves, their families, and their
communities.
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backwards helped each teacher achieve their desired results.
It is also important to note that these groups of students had
conducted at least one student-centered investigation prior to
this, so they were all familiar with the investigation process.

Integrated Teaching:
The Student-Directed
Investigation

A

by Jillian Whitehall
s educators, our goal is to increase the growth
of each of our students, foster their passion for
learning, and best prepare our students for the real
world. While there are many different pedagogies
aimed at achieving these goals, I would argue that one of the
most important factors is integration. In the context of this
paper, integration describes four main elements. The first of
which is integrated curriculum, which is a more applicable
style of learning that shows students how to connect and apply
concepts across various subjects to solve everyday problems
(Beane, 1997). In this sense, skills and facts are only taught
when they are needed to solve the problem.
The second component of integration is in relation to
student ideas. It is important that the central topic or problem
addressed in each lesson, is rooted in the students’ interests
or issues that are relevant to their lives because it makes the
lesson more engaging. It is also important that students are
able to arrive at their own ideas or conclusions independently
of the teacher. Thirdly, integration emphasizes experiential
learning. Theorists such as Dewey, Lewin, and Piaget, have
all argued that experiences are a central role of the learning
process because they help students to: apply their knowledge
and understandings to authentic experiences, reflect upon
how their mind processes information, and engage socially,
mentally, and physically in an activity.
Finally, to achieve these factors of integration teachers are
best to design their lessons backwards, with the desired result
at the forefront. This creates much more intentional lessons that
often give students accountability for their learning. A studentdirected investigation is a clear example of the elements of
integration at work. Thus, I will outline three case studies to
show how to facilitate a student-directed investigation and as
well as how each incorporated the factors of integration.
Within a student-directed investigation, the students create
the investigation question as well as the procedure. Putting this
much responsibility into students’ hands can be intimidating,
but by preparing scaffolding questions and allotting sufficient
time, any group of students can take on the challenge. From
the three examples that I will present, one can see that there
are different ways to facilitate a student-directed investigation.
That said, the teachers in my case studies all noted that they
focused upon their end goals before planning their assessments
and activities. I believe that this commonality of planning
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To start the investigation, teacher number one outlined
what makes a question investigable; in other words, something
that requires students to collect data and can be tested within
a specified timeframe given the tools provided. She then let
her students free explore and asked them to write down every
investigable question they could think of. Teacher number
two followed a slightly different process by picking a central
theme for the students to focus on while free exploring, in this
case it was water. She gave her students 10 minutes outside
to write down everything they observed about water. Teacher
number three also prompted her students to hone in on their
observation skills while they free explored, but differed by
providing the sentence stems, “I notice…” and “I wonder…”
As one can see, all three of these teachers provided some sort of
structure for their students to follow while exploring outside,
whether it was with a theme or sentence stems, but also
allowed their students to follow their interests.
At this point all three of the instructors brought their
students together to share what they had observed outside and
started to form their investigation questions. Teacher number
one put the students into groups of three and asked them to
share amongst each other the investigable questions they wrote
down while free exploring. They would them decide upon one
question that they would investigate as a small group. Teacher
number two brought her whole class together, outlined what
made a question investigable, then gave them 10 minutes as
a class to come up with as many investigable questions as
possible, guided by what they had observed about water. She
then asked them to decide upon one question to investigate as
a class. Teacher number three brought her students together
and asked them three consecutive questions in relation to their
observations. “What do scientists do? What types of tools do
scientists use? What can these those tools measure?” By the
third question the students began to produce many investigable
questions, of which the students were asked to narrow down
the list to their top three choices and divide into groups of three
or four to explore each question.
Each teacher elicited student ideas through scaffolding
questions and prompts but allowed the students to guide the
direction of the investigation questions. While all strategies
required the students to work together, the students of teacher
number one and even more so teacher number two, had more
practice compromising given that they had to agree upon an
investigation question once they were in a predetermined
group, rather than being placed in group dependent upon...

This article can be read in its
entirety on the CLEARING
website at
www.clearingmagazine.org
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Solo Walk

Developing observational
skills as a way to deepen
student connection to nature
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by Abigail Harding and Corwyn Ellison

How do you do a solo walk?

“We do not learn from experience, we learn
from reflecting on experience.”

A non-complex trail or route should be chosen ahead of
time. To avoid confusion, a card indicating direction of travel
should be placed at all junctions the students encounter during
their walk. A typical trail length is approximately ¼ mile. Two
instructors or adults are necessary for the solo walk. The process
and implementation should be discussed ahead of time. Students
begin by gathering at the head of the route. Instructor A will
introduce the solo walk as a reflective activity and play a game
with the students as they wait to begin their solo walk. Be clear
to students about expectations, the benefits of doing a solo walk,
and why it is important for them to walk slowly and silently
throughout. Emphasize that if they see someone in front of them,
they should slow down, perhaps spend more time at the current
card, and give the person ahead time to walk out of sight.
After roll-out, Instructor B leaves to set out the cards on the
trail. Approximately five to ten minutes later, instructor A begins
sending one student at a time down the trail for the solo walk.
Each student is sent down the trail in two-minute intervals. The
order in which they are sent can be determined ahead of time by
the instructors or the decision can be student-directed.
At the end of the solo walk, Instructor A will be waiting in
an area in which students may
silently sit and journal reflectively
about their experience. This
location should be large enough
for the entire group and should be
comfortable for students. After all
students have returned
and
journaled, Instructor B
will walk the
trail, pick up the cards, and
rejoin
the group. At this point a debrief will
occur. Since students will be arriving to
the end location at different times, it is important to have an
activity ready for them to complete while they wait. This could be
journaling, drawing or using watercolors to illustrate something
they noticed during the walk, sitting quietly and observing, or
any other quiet independent activity.

W

-—John Dewey

hen we walk silently in the forest we allow
ourselves to deepen our connection and strengthen
our appreciation for the natural world. Suddenly,
we hear animals unfamiliar to us, and observe
natural phenomena we never stopped to notice. Exposure to
the natural world and reflection is beneficial to physical and
mental well-being. The psychological power of a reflective
solo walk is astounding—so much so that conscious reflective
thought has been shown to change the very structure of our
brains.1 Experience-based learning is more powerful when
coupled with reflection. Reflection is defined as an intentional
effort to observe, synthesize, abstract and articulate the key
learnings gathered from an experience.2 When implemented
intentionally, solo walks provide a context in which both
experiential education and mindfulness converge for the benefit
of student learning.
A solo walk is a relatively simple concept: an individual
walks alone on a trail or perhaps through the neighborhood to
connect, reflect or reason through an event, emotions, or anything
else that comes up during that time. It is not novel, but can be
revolutionary for the individual participating in it. Using solo
walks to introduce observation and reflections skills to students
is not only effective in learning, but also important in connecting
with themselves, the community, and the environment. In this
article we will provide a framework for conducting solo walks
with students in natural settings.

What is a solo walk?
A solo walk is an independent, thought-provoking
walk through a relatively isolated area. A key goal
of a solo walk is to practice observational skills
and
promote critical thinking, and introspective
thought in students. This is accomplished
through
both the solo walk itself, and reflective
journaling
and debriefing after. During the walk
students are guided
both in their direction on the trail
and mindful
awareness by cards
spaced
ten to twenty feet apart
on
the ground. The cards may
include a topical quote, a prompt
for journaling or action, a direction,
or perhaps a question to ponder.
These cards can be customized and
adjusted to suit the needs of the students and to meet learning
goals. Common categories for cards include introduction/
closing, thought-provoking questions/quotes, observation/
sensory prompts, directional signs, and anything in between.
For example, a card may say, “Stop here until you hear two bird
songs” or “Where was this boulder 100 years ago? 1,000 years
ago?”
CLEARING Spring 2018

The debrief
Debrief is one of the most important components of a solo
walk, particularly when it is focused on reflecting, synthesizing,
and sharing their experience. Responding to one to two prewritten questions in a journal while students wait for the rest of
the group is a constructive activity that prepares them for sharing
later. To accommodate different learning styles, offer students
a choice of responding in a way that feels valuable to them i.e.
writing, sketching, or a combination. Once all students have
completed the walk and journaling, give them an opportunity
to share in pairs and/or as a group. The act of sharing their
experiences can be very powerful, but also recognize that not all
students will want to share to a large group and, in those cases,
sharing with one other person is sufficient.
Some examples of debrief questions can include:
•

What surprised you about this experience?
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Solo Walk
(continued)
•

What was your favorite card? What cards would you
include?

•

What advice would you give other students for their solo
walk experience?

•

What are two things you learned and can use in daily life?

Use a mix of questioning strategies to draw out student
reflection, and be clear about discussion norms to ensure
emotional safety during a
group debrief. Using the
solo walk cards again for
debrief is an
effective way
to provoke
group
discussion.
Solo walk
cards can be
placed in a pile on the
ground, students can then pick their favorite card and share
with the group why this card was chosen. Similarly, cards with
a variety of emotions written on them may be used to promote a
deeper discussion about feelings.
Table 1. The solo walk implementation guide
Goal

To practice reflection, critical thinking,
introspective thought, and scientific observation
skills.

Objective

Students will be able to:
· Journal in a reflective manner
· Complete a solo walk in an isolated area
· Participate in group discussion in a meaningful way

Audience

Age group: any age
Number of individuals: 10-15

Duration

How long is the lesson? 60 minutes
How long will it take to follow up the field
experience? 10-20 minutes for debrief

Location

An appropriate trail route and length based on the
group’s abilities and needs. Check location ahead of
time to identify potential risks. Alternative options
include: school hallways, or any green space that
provides opportunity for solitude.

Management
and safety

Students are supervised at beginning and end
of trail. Trail is appropriate in level of difficulty
and complexity. Junctions are marked with clear
directional signs. Emotional safety is addressed by
partner walking or pairing a child with an adult.

Equipment

· Prompt cards (25-50)
· Activity for before and after solo walk
· Writing utensils
· Student journals
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The debrief activities are an excellent opportunity for both
teachers and students to assess student experience, knowledge
and insight resulting from a solo walk. This information can be
used to guide future learning activities and goal setting.

Teaching applications
Solo walks as a tool
For teachers, a solo walk is a versatile tool that can be planned
to meet a variety of learning objectives. How you frame the
activity, when you conduct it, what cards you choose, the order
in which they appear on the trail, and the debrief strategy are
all opportunities to guide students towards a specific goal or
outcome. For example, a solo walk can be used:
•

In the beginning of a week to introduce students to and
help them connect with a new setting

• To ground a group of individuals with mindful awareness
and space for reflection
•

•

At the end of a week so students can reflect
on all that they have accomplished and how
they might transfer these skills to their
daily lives

Before
and/or after
a team building
activity

Solo Science
In science education settings,
students are often bombarded with
new techniques and terminology.
Solo walks provide the solitude necessary for students to ponder,
dissect, and make sense of complex concepts in a tangible way.
Because solo walks are inherently independent, students can use
scientific tools without any external influence, and think critically
of the world around them without fear of failure. Instructors may
choose an investigative topic to center the solo walk around or
design a mini independent investigation to be conducted during
the solo walk. For example, an investigative topic may be plant
and animal adaptations. The pictures below are examples of how
we have woven scientific practice into the solo walk experience.

Connecting to classroom and beyond
Solo walks offer an incredible opportunity for students to
develop awareness and practice active reflection that is an essential
and valuable tool in lifelong learning. It can be a transformative
experience and its adaptability make it a valuable tool for teachers.
Give your students ownership over their experience by having
them create their own solo walk cards. Cards can be written in
any language, made of recycled material, cut into shapes, etc. Get
creative and make it work for you and your students!
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Advice from the field
Here are some tips gathered from a survey of 39 outdoor
educational professionals with experience facilitating solo walks:
• Keep objectives broad, learners will
get different things from the experience.
The learning goal can be as simple as
having time alone in the woods and it
will still be powerful.
• Utilize a variety of
cards and consider how
the cards you use will
support a larger
theme
or create a
desired experience or outcome.
Use short,
relatable quotes from a diverse group
of people
with different backgrounds and cultures.
•
Check the trail ahead of time and bring a few
extra cards and markers to take advantage of
teachable moments. Let the trail speak to you. If
it is windy, use rocks to weigh the cards down and
if you are teaching in a place like the Pacific Northwest,
make sure your cards will survive the rain.
For some students, walking alone in the woods can create
anxiety or bring out behavioral challenges. Work with students on
ways to help them feel safe and explain that it can be a challenge
by choice. You can help by sharing your own experience with
solo walks, pairing students together or with an adult, being
intentional with the line order, giving directions silently, etc.
Have fun and get creative!
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Environmental Education in the Pacific Northwest

PLT GreenSchools Investigations
Benefit Camp Waskowitz
by Kathy Westra
The Civilian Conservation Corps built what is now Camp Waskowitz more than 70 years ago. True to its conservation history, the
outdoor education center is also highly relevant today.
Highline School District has sent students to Camp Waskowitz
for outdoor education programs since 1947. Since then, more than
200,000 students have participated in environmental education
and team-building programs there. In addition to the 1,200 sixthgraders from the Highline School District who attend programs at
Camp Waskowitz each year, some 1,600 5th and 6th graders from
neighboring districts also attend week-long environmental education programs at the school. Waskowitz Outdoor School has been a
part of the Project Learning Tree (PLT) GreenSchools program since
2009.
The school’s Green Team is composed of eight high school
students enrolled in the Waskowitz Environmental Leadership Semester (WELS). These students live in the cabins with the younger
students, and serve as role models and mentors who lead the investigations. These students also have created environmental skits that
they perform for the 6th grade students that feature Captain Planet,
Trashbuster, and other environmental superheroes.

Energy Investigation
Because of the historic nature of its buildings, Camp Waskowitz lost energy through the cracks in doors and window frames
that didn’t quite close. After completing the Energy Investigation,
the school’s Green Team recommended weatherstripping to cut
down on energy loss. “Weatherstripping has allowed us to reduce
our electric consumption by 12%,” reported the school’s director,
Roberta McFarland.

Make the CLEARING website a
part of your online resources!

Waste and Recycling Investigation
After completing the Waste and Recycling Investigation,
students recommended composting the school’s food waste and
proposed a recycling program to reduce the amount of trash sent to
a landfill. Composting the 70 pounds of food waste the school generates every day has reduced Waskowitz’ garbage pick-up schedule
from once a week to once every two weeks. A side benefit: composting converts waste and carbon into great garden soil.
The school also uses TerraCycle to recycle other items. By using
this service, which provides waste-collection programs for hardto-recycle materials and turns them into affordable green products,
Waskowitz Outdoor School has reduced its landfill trash by 288
cubic yards, and saved $2,800 per year in fees.
Kathy Westra is a writer and environmental communications consultant
based in Rockland, Maine. This article is reprinted from the Project
Learning Tree website.
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The site contains articles from past issues, additional
resources and links to information found in the printed
articles, and opportunities for you to participate in discussions
of environmental education teaching topics and issues.

Check it out at http://www.clearingmagazine.org
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On the website

Article by Shimshon Obadia

Excerpts...

...[T]his section of Fascieux Creek was once a luscious
wetland ..., the perfect learning environment on this school’s
grounds. It was covered...by the school’s administration many
years earlier and now the school benefits from a legal-sized
soccer field and an uninterrupted sightline across the entire
property.
...As of this writing, the first phase of re-naturalization is
nearly complete and funding for the final phase is almost in
place. But... this community, originally only a few students,
now an impressive mass of parents, concerned citizens,
local naturalists, and environmental consulting firm, and
more, fought for almost a decade against points of concern
everywhere from the size of that soccer field to the idea of
children-turned-flower-thieves at the sight of fresh, local flora.
...This is when I came in. Working with the University of
British Columbia’s (UBC) Eco-Art Incubator research initiative
founded by UBC faculty members Nancy Holmes and Denise
Kenney, I have been providing art as a means to attract attention
to the work these students have been tirelessly committed
to, while simultaneously providing a creative outlet for the
environmental concerns directly impacting their education.

need is another. This is the work these students have tirelessly
been pushing for. In a stream like that of Fascieux Creek, fighting
the current only gets so much attention; flowing gracefully up
the stream can captivate passersby for the rest of their lives.
...This is where eco-art comes into Fascieux Creek: when
everyone else cannot imagine something changing, we began to
make that change happen.
...So how does art beat concrete? This is a question I asked
myself when first starting the Daylighting the Classroom project.
I wondered how this partnership with the University of British
Columbia’s Eco Art Incubator, and École K.L.O. Middle School
students and faculty could be used to get an integrated learning ecological system for the students where they could have a
mutually beneficial relationship with nature for the sake of their
education.
...The students at École K.L.O. Middle school were already
greatly invested in the project, and wanted to see it through for
the benefit of their learning, their planet, and their community.
Here my project quickly turned all the way around from being
meant to restore a wetland through art, into a project meant to
empower the students affected by this lack of integration with
nature.

...Fighting for the money to get their wetland restored was
only one part of this work; fighting against the mainstream
prioritization of what looks good on paper, such as outdated
laptops for an entire school, versus what students want and
CLEARING Spring 2018
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This article can be found and read in its entirety
on the CLEARING website at:

http://clearingmagazine.org/
archives/13593
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K-12 Environmental
Education Activities

GRADES

Here are some ideas, divided by grade level and subject area,
that you can use to instill environmental learning when you are
looking for something to fill a gap in your activity plan.

Science

K-2

Garbage Gardens
Have students bring in an
egg carton and empty halved egg
shells from six eggs. Pierce the
bottom of the egg shells and fill
them with composted soil. Place
the egg shells in the egg carton
to keep upright. Plant various
types of seeds in the egg shells.
Make sure to label each student’s
egg carton with their names and
the types of seeds they planted.
Extend the learning by creating
experiments dealing with the
effects of natural environmental
variations such as light and water
as well as “artificial” variations
including the application of
household hazardous wastes
found in the classroom (check
out areas around your sink for
these products).

Social Studies
Nautical Neighbors
If there is a marina area,
take the class on a tour of it.
Arrange a tour of a fishing boat,
and have the skipper explain all
the different equipment and the
variety of jobs aboard the craft.

Getting Down to Basics

Photo courtesy of Cathy Rezabeck (see article on page 48).
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List all the items below on the
chalkboard. Then ask students,
one at a time, to erase something
that could harm the environment.
Beds, foam cups, what, war,
polio shots, oil, atom bomb,
pine trees, friends, sneakers, car,
hairspray, vegetables, television,
plastics, hamburgers, gold, food
coloring, love, lawnmower,
oxygen, zippers, flowers, aspirin,
rockets, ice cream, water,
candy bar, computers, grass,
CLEARING Spring 2018

chemical fertilizers, jets, school,
mosquitoes, boom boxes.
Add to this list. Have
students explain their reasoning.

Mathematics
Whale Milk Math
A newborn blue whale gains
200 lbs per day (9 lbs. per hour)
by drinking up to 50 gallons
of milk each day. In one day, a
blue whale calf would drink the
amount of milk in 800 schoolsized milk cartons! Have students
rinse and save milk cartons each
day. Count the new ones daily
and add the total to the previous
day’s total until you reach 800.

How Big Is It?
To estimate the height of an
animal at its shoulder, multiply
the length of the foretrack by 8.
To estimate the weight, multiply
the width of the foretrack in
inches by its length in inches.
Multipy the product by 5 to
get the approximate weight in
pounds. These measurements can
be checked by using people and
pets (mammals).

Language Arts
What Do You See?
Students view several pictures
of beach/ocean wildlife, then
choose one to study. After
examining closely, each student
writes a description of his/her
animal. Later, teacher reads
written description and class
guesses which animal picture it
was based on.

Finding Adjectives
Give each child a small
piece of paper with one or
more adjectives that describe
something in nature (e.g.,
smooth, slimy, triangular,
expanded, cool, soft and green,
round and gooey). Have
students explore a natural area
to find items that meet these
descriptions. Let students take
turns sharing what they found.
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3-5
Science
Living in the Schoolyard
Teacher begins activity
by drawing an outline of the
classroom on the blackboard.
Develop a key to one side of the
outline to be used to represent
the plants, animals and special
features which exist in the
classroom. “Let’s see if we can
make a map of all the living
things in our classroom. Does
anyone see a plant? Skippy, will
you come up and mark the plants
on our map for us?
Then provide a map of the
schoolyard for groups of students
(or for individual students
depending on skills at map
making). Take children outside
and let them map all the living
things that they see. Remind
them that they have to look hard
to see some of the things that are
there.
After students have completed
their maps, gather them together
for discussion about the roles of
the living things they found.

Social Studies
Pick a Package, Any
Package
Visit a supermarket and find
the following products: cereal,
laundry soap, milk, fruit juice,
vegetables, soup, cake mixes,
spices, candy, and toothpaste.
In what different kinds of
packages can they be bought?
Are they available in the bulk
food section? Why are products
available in so many different
packages? Which packages have
the least amount of throw-away
packaging? Which packages cost
the least for each product? Which
one does your family usually

buy? Back in class, make a wall
chart. Can some of the packages
be reduced or avoided, reused or
recycled? Circle in green all the
reusable items, in yellow all the
recyclable items, and in red all
the disposables.

Mathematics
Milk Carton Madness
In an attempt to determine
how much potential space milk
cartons take up in a landfill,
students measure and calculate
the volume of one milk carton.
Students also determine the
volume of their classroom. Using
the milk carton volume figures,
have the students determine
how many cartons it would
take to fill up their classroom.
Then determine how many
milk cartons are generated by
the entire school in one day.
Determine how long it would
take to fill up their classroom.
Extend these computations to a
volume the size of the school.
Follow this by discussing the
importance of diversion of
materials from the landfill and by
exploring the feasibility of milk
carton recycling at your school.

Language Arts
Depend on Your Ears
Take a let’s-depend-entirelyon-our-ears field trip to the
school grounds. How many
things can the class identify? Why
do they hear more things with
their eyes closed than when they
are open? Besides naming the
sound makers, can they locate
the direction of the sound? Is
the sound maker moving? Is the
sound pleasant or unpleasant?

Fine Arts
Wetlands Animal Masks
Students can create paper
mache masks of their favorite
wetlands creatures. Creative
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dramatics can be developed by
students using their masks to play
a role in a wetlands drama.
Students will need old
newspapers, wallpaper paste or
liquid starch, water, tempera or
acrylic paint, round balloons,
and scissors.
Choose a wetlands animal.
Tear the newspaper into narrow
strips. Blow up the balloon. Mix
the wallpaper paste. Use one
part wallpaper paste and 10 parts
water or straight liquid starch.
Dip the strips of newspaper
into the wallpaper and water
mixture. Lay the paper over the
balloon. Apply two layers to
what will be the front of your
mask. Let it dry completely.
Repeat procedure, building
up the areas that will be noses,
beaks, ears, etc. Let it dry
completely.
Repeat the procedure,
applying one last coat of paper
over the entire mask. Let it dry
completely.
Put the mask over your face.
Feel where your eyes are. Have
a friend mark the eye gently with
a crayon or marker. Remove the
mask and cut eyeholes. Put the
mask over your face and check
the eyeholes; remove it and make
any corrections.
Cut a mouth hole.
Paint the mask and let it dry.

GRADES

6-8
Science
Birds of a Feather
Have students keep a record
for one week of how many birds
they see on the way to school.
Numbers can be recorded:
varieties can be noted and even
an attempt to identify them.
This will develop powers of
observation and will stress the
understanding that there is more
wildlife around us than we
realize.
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FIND YOURSELF IN
THE DIVERSITY OF
NATURE

Social Studies
Travel Log

AGES: 5–18 years old
CONTRIBUTED BY
OUT There Adventures
Seattle, Washington
outthereadventures.org
Sometimes it can feel like we are “different” from our friends, family,
and community. However, if we look, we can see things “like us” all
around, especially in the natural world. By taking time to look closely,
reflect, and make connections, we can find replications of our identities in
our backyards, our parks, and beyond. That difference is not only good, but
necessary for healthy and thriving ecosystems! In this activity students will
explore the diversity of forms, relationships, and processes in nature, while
drawing parallels to their own unique identities and lived experiences.
MATERIALS
• Walk Cards
• Paper and pencils (if you want the students to record the experience)
DIRECTIONS
Create Walk Cards. (See box for examples.)
Explain to the students that much of the diversity we find in
nature, we can also find in our human-created spaces, communities,
and in ourselves. Provide a brief explanation of the various facets of identity,
such as race, ethnicity, gender, age, ability, class, etc. (The leader can dig
deeper for older youth.)
Select an outdoor area large enough for students to walk slowly
around it and have some space between them. A quiet path is ideal. Place
cards along the path (or in a line, creating a path) with about 30 ft (9 m)
between them.
One at a time, send the students out to walk along path,
stopping to read the cards as they go. Wait a few minutes between
students to give them each time with the cards. Remind them to go
slowly and respect the space of other participants. When all students
complete the walk, gather as a group for the debrief.
DEBRIEF

Mathematics
Alive with Bugs
Forest soils are alive with
tiny soil animals such as mites
and earthworms. Studies in
mountain country indicate that
as many as 9,936 may be found
in one square foot of forest litter
2 inches in depth). How many
per square inch? Yard? Acre?
Discussion: What do they do

➪

Depending on the age group and your goals, the debrief can be
facilitated as a large group, in smaller groups, or individually through
journal keeping or silent self-ref lection. Example questions include:
“What was your favorite card and why? Which was your least favorite
and why? How did we learn more about our own identities? Where
did you see yourself ref lected most in the natural world? How did that
feel? What did it make you think about yourself and how you relate to the
world?”
Facilitators may consider providing a personal example to spur
conversation, for example, “As an LGBTQ person, it was amazing for me to
learn about the ways in which a clam’s sex is fluid over the course of its life.”
or “As a person whose family migrated to this area from another country,
it was empowering for me to learn about the Arctic Tern and their
global migration, because it reminded me of the experiences my family
had traveling far from where I was born.”
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Design a travel log to show
the travelling you do for two
weeks. Include the date, where
you went, how you travelled,
who went with you, how long it
took and how many kilometres
you travelled round trip. After
two weeks, add up how many
trips you took by car, transit, bicycle, foot, taxi or other modes.
How many kilometres did you
travel all together? Which transportation mode is the fastest? The
cheapest? Which is you preferred
transportation mode for each
type of trip? Why?
Now analyze your
information and make
suggestions as to how you could
have reduced the number of
trips you made. How many
times could you have used
transportation other than a car?
Compare your results with those
of your friends. —LCA

there? Are they necessary an
valuable?

Water Watching
The purpose of this activity is
for students to realize that people
use huge amounts of water every
day an to appreciate more fully
the problems associated with
providing adequate water supply
to large metropolitan areas.
Involve students in calculating
the amount of water used daily in
their 1) home, b) community, c)
state and d) the US or Canada.
Selected individuals or small
groups might investigate through
interviews with key personnel the
availability (present and future) of
water in the community. Finally
discuss the findings with the
entire class to determine what
they might mean to individuals,
industry, government or other
groups.

Language Arts
What’s the Idea?
Encourage students to be on
the lookout for environmental
articles in their magazine. Once
they begin coming in, select
one and duplicate as many as
needed.
Distribute copies to students.
Instruct the students to read
the selection very carefully.
On a clean sheet of paper, or
index card, they are to write the
following:

Walk Card themes:
Community:
Symbiotic relationships
LGBTQ Identities:
Certain species have more than two sexes and some organisms can
alter their state of being or have identities that are fluid.
Colonialism:
Impact of invasive organisms
Immigration:
Species migrate across continents
Environmental Refugees:
Migration as a result of environmental change
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• the main idea
• the problem
• a solution
• their personal opinion
• a summary (approximately
eight sentences)
On the back they are to
compose and write three quality
questions with answers regarding
the selection; one true-false, one
multiple choice, and one fill-inthe-blank.
Collect papers and compose
a comprehension quiz to
distribute the next day, or
perhaps create a game with
which to exercise learned facts.
— IEEIC

ment. They can illustrate plants
and animals of a particular
biome as consumers and producers. They are an effective means
to show food webs. A mural
can also depict a scene of your
neightborhood before the imigration of Europeans, for example,
or future land use.

Fine Arts

Mapping a Watershed

Food Chain Mobiles
Create mobiles of food
chains for various species of
wildlife. Each class member can
make one of a different species.
The animals, plants, and other
parts may be cut from magazines
and posted on cardboard or they
can be original artwork. Pieces
of plant materials, hides, bones,
feathers, could be included. Be
sure that each mobile shows a
food chain for a single animal.
Or, one very large mobile might
be made up with several animals
( mammal, birds, fish, etc.)
showing the interrelationships.
Color could be used to code this
relationship. Would this be a
food web?

Murals
Murals can be used to show
various aspects of the environ-
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9-12
Science

Locate a local stream or
river on a map, making sure that
your map includes the entire
watershed. Select a spot on
the map as far downstream as
possible for your starting point.
Next, locate the upstream ends
of all channels that flow into your
river above that point. Trace the
section of your watershed onto
paper (lor draw directly on the
map), drawing all of the branches
or tributaries of your stream or
river. Draw the other significant
natural features, and major
land uses (industry, agriculture,
residential neighborhoods).
Discuss some of the following
questions with the class: Where
does the water in your watershed
come from? Are the streams and
rivers in the watershed present
year round? What are some of
the major land uses? How do
these uses effect the river?

— from Investigating Streams and
Rivers (GREEN)

What Eats?
For one game, divide the
group into teams, with no more
than 10 persons on a team. Now
write a column of numbers one
to 10 in three widely separated
places in the room. Each team
has a pice of chalk or marking
device.
At a signal, the first person on
each team dashes to the column
of numbers and writes the name
of a plant or an animal opposite
the number “1”. Then he dashes
back and gives the marker to the
second person on his team. This
person goes to the column and
writes the name of something
that eats what is written in
number “1”. The marker is then
passed to the third person, and
so on down the line.
If a player writes down an
incorrect name, it can be erased
only by the next player, who loses
his turn to write a name. Winners
are determined by the most
correct food-chain connections
identified by a group.
Once a group has developed
some skill at playing, try limiting
the habitat to that of the forest,
a brook, a marsh, a pond,
the ocean, or some biome or
community.

Stepping Into Others’
Shoes
Present two sides of a current
environmental issue to the class.
Have the students write one letter
stating their personal opinions
about the issue and why they feel
that way. Then have them write
a second letter from another
perspective. Discuss what
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students learned and insights that
were gained.

— GREEN Cross Cultural
Partners Activity Manual

Piecing Together Your
Watershed
Laminate a copy of your
watershed map, then cut into
jigsaw puzzle-like pieces
The number of pieces will be
determined by the number of
student learning groups formed
by students working in groups of
two or three. Give each group
of students one piece of the
map puzzle and a large piece
of butcher paper with colored
pencils and markers. Have the
students reproduce/enlarge
their section of the basin map
(each inch of the puzzle could
be enlarged to as much as 6
inches on the butcher paper).
Have the students include all
features (roads, towns, tributaries,
railroads, etc.) Have each student
present their enlargement to
the entire class, describing its
location and features. Have the
other students try and locate the
section being talked about on
the basin map. Challenge them
to identify it by using the map’s
marginal coordinates.
Using tape, assemble the
new large scale map. Have
students create a key for their
map featuring symbols and scale.
Hang it on a wall in the school
with a project banner hanging
over the map to identify the class
that worked on the project.
— Activity from “The Living
River: An Educator’s Guide to the
Nisqually River Basin.”
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Social Studies
Regulatory Agencies
The students should in
groups choose a regulatory
agency to investigate. Through
library research, determine the
laws, standards, enforcement,
and penalties for which
water resource agencies
are responsible. Obtain the
address and phone number of
a regulatory agency’s nearest
office and the name of someone
to contact concerning its water
resources work.
Have the students take the
role of the lawmakers and write
five regulations to protect water
quality or public health and
safety associated with water
resources. Have the group
discuss some of the following
questions: What are the names
and responsibilities of the
international, national, regional
and local agencies with primary
resource responsibilities? Why
are regulations necessary? What
measures other than regulations
may be used to maintain the
health and safety of water
resources? What are some
difficulties encountered by water
resources staff in creating and
enforcing regulations?
Have the students make an
appointment with agency staff
members to present questions or
observations. Invite the agency
representative to come to the
class to address the questions.
— Adapted from Aspen Global
Change GREEN Cross Culturall Partners Activity Manual

Environmental Impact
Create a large mural on
butcher paper of a natural area
complete with wildlife, trees,
mountains, rivers, etc. but no
human development. After
completing the mural, brainstorm
a list of things that would happen
if a much needed energy source
(e.g., coal, oil, uranium, water)
was discovered in that area.
Draw pictures of these activities
and facilities and place them in
appropriate places on the mural.
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Discuss the positive and negative
impacts the “new development”
will have on the environment
and wildlife, and create a list of
these effects. Now, re-develop
the energy source and see if you
can come up with ways that
the development can have less
impact on the environment and
still get the energy needed, at an
affordable cost.

Mathematics
Differential Absorption
Types of soils differ in the
amount of water they can hold.
Collect a standard amount of
each of five or six soil types.
Place each soil sample in a sieve
held above a container. Pour a
measured amount of water onto
the soil and measure how much
is collected after 30 seconds, one
minute, 10 minutes. The amount
of water the soil can hold is total
added, minus that which drained
out at the bottom.
From the data obtained,
determine which of the soils can
hold the most or the least water.
On what properties of the soil
does this depend? Which soils
would erode most easily? Which
would be best for plant growth?

then discuss and compare the
two water sightings and make
speculations about the role
of water on this green planet.
Have students write an essay on
their exploration of this strange
planet and the miracle substance
“water.”

Fine Arts
Environmental Art
Visit a natural history
museum. Or, have students look
through books with photographs
of paintings depicting the
environment. They may analyze,
discuss, compare, contrast art
works and give critiques. Pupils
may be inspired to write poems
or stories about ideas generated
from the special works and they
may then create their own works
of art.

Language Arts
Operation: Water
Invite the participants to
imagine that they have landed
on Earth from another planet.
The planet they come from only
has minerals and air. They had
received word that a substance
had been found on Earth that
could move or hold its shape.
They are here to see if the
report is true and discover for
themselves what this “water” is
like. They are equipped with
finely tuned instruments for
sound, feel, sight, smell, and
taste. They are to split into
two search parties, one going
to the pond area, one to the
stream. They have 15 minute to
gather sounds, smells, signs of
animal and plant life, observe
water clarity, etc. The groups
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Critical
Questions
1. What kinds of support are available in your school, district and
community for supporting environmental educational activities?
2. In what ways can environmental education activities enhance
learning?
3. What are the most effective strategies for integrating environmental
education across all content areas?
4. In what ways do students, teachers and communities benefit from
classrooms engaged in environmental educational projects?
5. What are compelling environmental issues that can be explored
through environmental educational
projects?

Possible Actions
1. Become well informed about the
characteristics of environmental
education, effective models and
strategies for integrating across subject areas taught in school.
2. Share this information with your
colleagues, friends, and others
interested in integrating environmental education into their classrooms
or conducting environmental action
projects in their communities.
3. Know your national, state, and
local school standards. You will find
them on the Internet. Consider ways
in which environmental education
activities can achieve many of the
standards across various content
areas.
4. Learn effective strategies for
guiding students in conducting
comprehensive and sophisticated
research about environmental issues,
solving specific local environmental problems, and acting on their
solutions.
5. Encouraged by recent brain
research, many educators recognize
the value of hands-on, project- and
problem-based learning methods,
and integrated-interdisciplinary
approaches. Use the natural environment and local community as the
framework, and integrate environmental education into your everyday
teaching.
-from New Horizons for Learning
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TOWARDS DEFINING RESILIENCE
AGES: 13 –18+ years old
CONTRIBUTED BY
Center for Cities + Schools University of California, Berkeley
y-plan.berkeley.edu
What does resilience mean to you? Psychologists, ecologists,
and economists, cities, schools and businesses, and individuals all
over the world have developed their own definitions. Increasingly,
these once disparate uses of resilience are converging into a cohesive
system; ultimately shaping the society our children will inherit.
This lesson allows adults to work toward a new, comprehensive
understanding of the term resilience for and with young people.
MATERIALS
• Pen, paper, and clipboard for each student
DIRECTIONS
Take students on a tour through the school and its grounds.
As you walk, ask them to list evidence of “resilience” or lack of
resilience. This evidence could be about the physical space, the
school community, or even themselves.
Sample prompts for students include:
Physical
“Are there recent improvements to buildings or grounds that
you see? Are there murals or student work in the halls? Things that
used to be broken? Things that have been broken for too long?”
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Social
“Whether and how do clubs or groups at your school support
students or overcome issues at the school? Does Student
Council improve the school? If so, how? What sports teams or clubs
create a supportive environment for members?”
Personal
“Does walking through the lunch room or a particular spot
on the yard remind you of a time you or a peer were able to
overcome a bully? Does walking past an old classroom remind you
of failing a test? Did you improve your grades? Do you have friends
at school who support you?”
End your tour outside the school, and discuss what students
have noted as physical, social, and personal resilience. Are there
particular spaces that they see as more or less resilient, or make them
feel personally more or less resilient? Now focus on the outdoor
space. Let students go to their favorite part of the grounds.
While they are there, they should list evidence of resilience and
lack of resilience. Is the grass beaten back into a natural trail? Are
tree roots breaking a concrete path? What plants, animals, or insects
are here, and how well are they thriving? Is a creek allowed to run
through the property or is it underground? What evidence of resilience
do you see in the natural world around you? What impact are people
having on it? Note examples of both resilience and things that
are not resilient.
Bring students back together. Ask if they think their
school is resilient? How could it be more resilient? Allow time
for a discussion. Finish by asking each student to write a working
definition of resilience that includes the factors they saw today.
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Field STEM Investigations

Mary Birchem, Restoration Coordinator with Capitol Land Trust, guides students through a discussion of streamflow next to Johns Creek on the Bayshore Preserve.
Photo by Bruce Livingston.

Outdoor Learning
in Shelton:
A Resurgence of Hope
by Eleanor Steinhagen

T

wo 7th graders have just tossed their pears into Johns
Creek and are jogging downstream to see which one will
cross the finish line first. Maneuvering around a large
maple tree and jagged rocks on the stream’s bank, a
handful of their classmates jog with them, including two “timers”
who hold stopwatches in front of their chests, ready to hit the stop
button when their designated pear reaches the finish line. The
pears bob up and down for a moment, then drift into the creek’s
swiftly flowing current and float eastward toward Oakland Bay.
The rest of the students are already standing at the finish line,
peering upstream and cheering on their desired winner as they
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hunch forward and hide their hands in their sleeves to protect
them from the frigid October morning air. It’s a sunny morning,
but the temperature hovers in the high 30s and is slow to rise in
the shade by the creek. As the winning pear crosses the finish
line 25 seconds after the start of
the race, several kids break into
a loud cheer, while others throw
Grade Level: 6-8
their hands in the air, or turn
Subject area: STEM
away and yell, “Aw, man!” in
Science, Field
disappointment.
The race was one of three
Investigations,
that this group of 13 students
conducted as a means of collecting
the data they needed to measure streamflow in the creek at
Bayshore Preserve, a 74-acre former golf course three miles
northwest of Shelton, Washington, conserved by Capitol Land
Trust in 2014. Before the race, the students learned about side
channels and discussed how they impact flow; measured the
distance from the race’s starting line to the finish line, or the
“reach”; discussed key concepts they are learning in class, such
as “ecosystem” and “biodiversity”; and, standing mere feet from
the creek’s sand, cobble and stoneflies, they learned about the
variety of sediments and creatures in northwest streams and
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where each can be found
according to streamflow.
Throughout the lesson,
they used field journals to
take notes and record data,
including the depth and
width of the section of the
creek they were studying—
information they would use
to perform calculations in
math class later that week.

connect them with the
land they live on. Shelton
is an economically
impoverished area.
And a lot of families
are struggling… As a
small organization, we
bring a capacity that the
schools don’t have on
their own. And that can
make a difference in the
students’ lives. Doing
these project-based
lessons, we could actually
be helping students
get through school that
maybe wouldn’t have,
and get them excited
about science. This is a
way to show them how
science is connected to the

The students’ work
at Johns Creek is the
culmination of three
years of effort made by
several groups to design
and implement high
A student draws an example of a freshwater macroinvertebrate for his classmates to add
impact field experiences
to their field journals. Opportunities for students to share their work and learn from one
another are built into the field investigation curriculum. Photo by Bruce Livingston.
for every student in the
Shelton School District. The
program started with a conversation at a community stakeholder
real world.”
meeting in 2014 between Margaret Tudor, then-Executive Director
To this end, Daron and Mary have worked tirelessly to increase
of Pacific Education Institute (PEI), Wendy Boles, Shelton School
student engagement and develop the program curriculum. When
District Science Curriculum Leader and Science Teacher at
the program started in 2015, Daron collaborated with teachers
Olympic Middle School, and Amanda Reed, Executive Director
to correlate what Bayshore offers and what is taught in the field
of Capitol Land Trust. Since the fall of 2015, Capitol Land Trust
to what students are learning in the classroom, ensuring that the
has been facilitating these field investigations for every 7th grader
lessons are aligned with state and national learning standards.
in the Shelton School District—serving around 300 students per
In the summer of 2017, a year into her AmeriCorps service with
year—using PEI’s trademark FieldSTEM model as a foundation
Capitol Land Trust, Mary began recruiting additional volunteer
for the work. In addition to Capitol Land Trust, Shelton School
teachers, and then designed and implemented a program to
District and PEI, a handful of dedicated volunteers and other
train them. Together, they have worked to adjust the schedule
community stakeholders, such as the Squaxin Island Tribe, Mason and coordinate the logistics of the field experience with district
County Conservation District, Green Diamond Resources and
teachers. And on field experience days, both Mary and Daron
Taylor Shellfish, have stepped forward to support the program.
work alongside the volunteer teachers to help them guide
This type of outdoor hands-on STEM learning appeals to
students through the FieldSTEM tasks.
many learner types and helps students overcome barriers to
learning often found inside the classroom. During this first field
This year especially, their effort shows. Viola Moran, student
investigation day, a group of students was asked why they liked
teacher at Olympic Middle School, shared her observation of
learning science outside. Rian, a student at Olympic Middle
Fiona (her name has been changed to protect her privacy) during
School who used to go clamming near Bayshore with his mom
the field investigation at Bayshore. A high-needs student in one
and grandparents, said, ”I know some kids, they’re better with a
of the district middle schools, Fiona doesn’t like to be the center
complete visual. Not like a visual coming from a book, or written
of attention. As a rule, she doesn’t participate in activities or raise
on a whiteboard.” Another student, Madison, said, “It’s good to
her hand in class. The commotion that comes with being in large
be outside because you get physical education and you get to look groups of people makes her feel so uncomfortable that she waits
at a lot of stuff,” she said. “I like coming out here to do hands-on
in the bathroom until the hallways clear out during breaks before
learning and have fun with my friends.”
going to class. And when she gets there, she doesn’t want to sit
Capitol Land Trust in particular has done a lot of work to
with the other students.
realize the initial vision of using Bayshore as a place to provide
When the Bayshore field investigation day was announced,
Shelton School District students with these learning opportunities. Fiona said, “I’m not going. I’ll be sick that day.” But in spite
Daron Williams, Community Conservation Manager, and Mary
of her reluctance, she got her permission slip in and ended up
Birchem, AmeriCorps Restoration Coordinator, are the land trust’s attending. And in the course of the afternoon, she became so
“boots on the ground,” making the improvements needed each
engaged in the fieldwork that she and her classmates were doing
year to transform the program from an average field trip to a PEIthat she volunteered to throw one of the pears during the fruit
style high impact field experience. Of his drive to help make these race. She also offered to draw an example of a macroinvertebrate
experiences happen for students, Daron said:
on the board for the class—a profound shift from what Viola had
“Doing FieldSTEM—where [students] can get the knowledge
(continued on next page)
they need in a way that actually works for them—can help
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Outdoor Learning in Shelton:

Science Center, agrees with Viola. “A lot of kids today are
not getting exposed to the outdoors, not having experiences
(continued)
outside. They’re not given opportunities to love the land and be
fascinated.” While her work as a volunteer is a big commitment,
observed in the classroom.
Susie does it because she believes that giving kids the opportunity
Throughout the first field investigation day, as well as the
to learn science outside, in the field, simultaneously gives them
week following, Wendy, Viola, Mary, Daron and several of the
the opportunity to become stewards of the land they live on. “In
volunteer teachers remarked that student engagement is at an
environmental education we always say, once you get to know
all-time high this year. With the inevitable exceptions of “kids
something, like a wetland or a prairie, then you begin to
care about it. It’s personal. And if you care about it, then
you’re willing to do something to protect it. If you never
get outside and get to know the outdoors, you’re never
going to care about it, you’re not going to protect it.”
While young people’s lack of exposure to the
natural world poses a challenge, Wendy Boles, who
is in her 15th year as a science teacher and is another
major force behind implementing these powerful
experiences for students, has begun to feel a surge of
hope with a discovery she’s made in her classroom in
recent years. It used to be that students entered her 7th
grade class without any knowledge about (and very
little interest in) the problems caused by issues such as
overpopulation, resource depletion and pollution. In
the past few years, however, Wendy has noticed in her
students an increased awareness of and concern about
climate change and environmental issues. She sees field
investigations as an opportunity to help kids make the
Students examine macroinvertebrates at the saltwater station. For many of them, this is the first connection between these issues and how they impact
time they’ve come into contact with the creatures that live in their surrounding area. Photo by
their community. She hopes that by having real-world
Bruce Livingston.
science learning experiences, her students will discover
what they love to do, learn about science-related careers
in their communities and be empowered to pursue them if that’s
being kids,” the students listened attentively, asked questions,
their dream.
volunteered for a variety of tasks and diligently took notes and
Along with the work she does to help integrate the field
recorded their data. Viola and Wendy also observed that the
investigation tasks with the district’s science curriculum, Wendy
students handled the creatures more gently this year than in the
helps train volunteers and coordinate schedules with Capitol
past. At the “Tidal Life” station, for example, on the first day of
Land Trust, district teachers and the English language support
the field investigation, a group of students were so concerned
about a hermit crab that had shed its shell in the molting
process that they spent 10 minutes trying to persuade the
crab to crawl into a shell they had found on the shore while
offering various words of encouragement: “You want your
shell!” and “Come on, man, you need a home!”
Viola expounded on the above by adding: “Even
though this is their community, there’s a good portion of
[the students] that have never actually been around the
creatures out there. And so, seeing the hermit crabs and the
different specimens that they got to handle—they were just
fascinated by that… And as they grow up, it’s right there.
It’s a part of their environment.”
What’s more, the impact of the field experience
was evident in the classroom after the students went to
Bayshore. “When we are going over ‘producer, consumer
and decomposer,’” Viola said, “they are relating back to the
information they got at Bayshore.”
Susie Vanderburg, retired elementary school teacher,
former Thurston County Stream Team Coordinator and
former Education Director for Olympia’s LOTT WET
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A group of Shelton School District 7th graders reflects on what they enjoyed and what they learned
during their first field investigation at the Bayshore Preserve, and Daron Williams, Capitol Land Trust’s
Community Conservation Manager, shares some of his experience of learning about and pursuing a
career in science. Photo by Bruce Livingston.
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staff that the district provides. “It is a lot
of work. I mean a lot of work,” she said of
the field investigation days. But all of that
becomes worth it when she witnesses the
new awareness among her students and
their desire to safeguard the environment.
“The kids are starting to go, Wow, we have
to start caring about the environment. That
to me is the biggest thing because if we
aren’t taking measures to be good stewards,
we are going to be in trouble. That’s my
concern. Making sure that our planet can
continue to support us in a way that we’re
used to.”
At Bayshore, several individuals and
community partners have come together
to seize this opportunity by providing
Wendy’s students, and every 6th and
7th grade student in the Shelton School
District, with real-world, project-based,
career-connected science education. The
hope is that this education will enable them
to lead richer and more meaningful lives,
and that they, in turn, will draw from their
time exploring and learning science out in
their community to generate change where
they can. Yes, it is a lot of work. Everyone
involved agrees with Wendy on that. But
they do it because they believe that the
return will be well worth the effort.
Eleanor
Steinhagen is the
Communications
Officer for Pacific
Education Institute
in Olympia WA
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E2E Grant Project Report—Alaska

By Cathy Rezabeck, Marilyn Sigman and Beverly Parsons

D

illingham, Alaska is a rural community in western
Alaska with about 2,400 residents, including a substantial
population of Yup’ik Eskimos. It has its own school
district with an elementary, middle and secondary school. The
only way to get there is by plane or boat - there is no road from
anywhere! Anchorage is a one-hour jet ride away. You might think
it unlikely that you can compare this scenario to your own, but
stay tuned. Key to our success in determining the impact of our
environmental education project was our use of a Framework for
Systems-Oriented Evaluation.

Evaluate EE
Programs for
Systemic Change in
Your Community
How to improve the
effectiveness of teacher
professional development in
environmental education

Educator to Educator (E2E) Initiative
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The Alaska Natural Resource and Outdoor Education
Association (ANROE) is Alaska’s NAAEE affiliate (www.anroe.
net). In 2014 the Environmental Education Office of the EPA
awarded a grant “Collective Impact: Advancing Environmental
Literacy through Shared Value Creation, Innovation and
Collaboration” to four Pacific Northwest states (Alaska, Idaho,
Washington and Oregon – EPA’s Region 10). The goal of this
Educator to Educator Initiative (E2E) was to develop, disseminate,
and evaluate a replicable model for implementing state
environmental literacy plans in the Pacific Northwest.
The project team for each state chose a “problem of practice”
to focus their grant activities. The Alaska team, with Cathy
Rezabeck as ANROE’s Project Coordinator, chose to address how
to improve the long-term impact and outcomes of professional
development in K-12 environmental education. Our intention
was to gain insight into how to improve the effectiveness of
professional development in environmental education and the
methods by which effectiveness was evaluated. The typical
professional development formats consisted of a brief session
during a teacher in-service, a two-day, one credit workshop,
or a 4-5 day two-credit course. All three were essentially “one
shot” learning opportunities for teachers with some limited
follow-up requirements to report on how they applied what they
had learned in their classroom in a brief reflection on change in
practice.
We chose to pilot a new model developed by Alaska Sea
Grant (ASG) with the goals of accomplishing and documenting
sustained changes in teaching practice schoolwide with emphasis
on thematic environmental education instruction focused on local
environments and outdoor learning on field trips. Our “problem
of practice” was relevant to two goals of the Alaska Natural
Resource and Environmental Literacy Plan https://akelpdotorg.
files.wordpress.com/2013/02/anrelp_revision_nov20131.
pdf: Goal 4: “Enhance professional development for educators,
administrators, and community members in natural resource and
environmental literacy,” and Goal 5: “Support the development
of Alaska school facilities, grounds and local natural areas that
provide accessible learning opportunities and serve as community
models for healthy living and sustainability.”
ASG wanted to re-invigorate their Sea Week program (renamed as Alaska Seas and Watersheds) in the Dillingham School
District and in other Alaska communities where it had been an
annual tradition from 1980s into the early 2000s. They developed

(continued on page 50)
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Figure 1.

Framework for Systems-Oriented Evaluation – Alaska
How can the Alaska E2E grant improve professional development related to implementing the Alaska Seas and Watersheds Curriculum within
the Dillingham School District which is consistent with implementing the Alaska Natural Resource and Environmental Literacy Plan?
Points of Systemic Influence

Baseline
Understanding

Trying Out Interventions

Tipping Point

Evaluation

Sustainable Adaptive Balancing

Groups that will change
system

What’s happening now

Things you’d like to try
out which will change the
system

When enough has changed
to shift the system to the new
paradigm

Interventions and/or Tipping Point Reached?

What you want each group to do in
the future

1. Dillingham teachers help
choose activities from the
ASW curriculum that align
with their district science
standards.

1. At least ½ teachers in the
Dillingham elementary and
middle school take the 1-credit
course and teach ASW activities
in alignment with district science
standards.

2. A 2-hour in-service plus
university 1 and 2-credit
courses on teaching About
Seas and Watersheds are
provided to the District
beginning in January, 2015,
are provided.

2. Three teacher-leaders take
the 2-credit course and work
on customizing and localizing
activities from the ASW
curriculum.

Teachers K-8
3-tiers:
- Teachers who attend 2-hour
in-service
- educators* who attend
1-credit course

Some teachers know
about the Alaska
Seas and Watersheds
(ASW) curriculum
and use it in their
classroom, but it is
rarely taught schoolwide or connected with
the local community
partners.

- teacher leaders who
participate in 2-credit course.
*There may be home school
parents.

3. Kits are developed
that enhance using the
curriculum activities.
4. Teachers identify a
local community partner to
enhance implementing the
celebration.
5. Teachers brainstorm
careers and jobs as well as
local stewardship projects
with community partners.

3. Kits are distributed to
teachers/schools that have
taken the course.
4. Teachers that have taken the
course use the kits in the spring
to celebrate Alaska Seas and
Rivers Week.
5. Teachers express desire
to celebrate Alaska seas
and watersheds (their local
environment) annually.

1. 9 elementary teachers (out of 18 classroom teachers
total) and 1 middle school science teacher (out of 2)
participated in the credit course.
2. Eight took the 2-credit course and were most active in
customizing and localizing ASW activities.
3. Kits were assembled and made available for checkout in the Dillingham elementary school. The single
middle school teacher organized her own supplies and
equipment needed for instruction of ASW units
4. All of the Dillingham elementary teachers celebrated
Sea Week and took their students on field trips in
the spring. The field equipment kit was used by all
grades. The middle school teacher taught a Seas and
Watershed unit, and was planning a fall field trip for all
of the 7th grade students.
5. All teachers responded to a question in the postcourse survey that they intended to celebrate Sea Week
next year.
6. A community stewardship project was not chosen or
implemented in 2015.
7. An elementary school Career Day was held featuring
ocean-related careers.

6. Teachers choose and engage
their students in a community
stewardship project as part of the
spring celebration.

1. Every classroom in Dillingham’s
elementary and middle school teachers
activities from the ASW curriculum and
celebrates local marine and aquatic
environments as an entire school each
spring along with community partners.
(Note: This has been repeated the last
two years after the grant project was
completed.)
2. Students are taken on relevant field
trips to enhance learning.
3. Students understand that marine
environment-related jobs and/or careers
are given internship opportunities
locally.
4. New teachers are mentored
and trained by teachers trained to
implement Alaska Seas and Rivers
activities and the spring celebration.
5. Teachers and students choose and
engage in a community stewardship
project annually.

7. Teachers connect students
with potential ocean-related
careers.

School Principals

Superintendent

Some may know
about the curriculum,
but every teacher
in their school does
not use it. Principals
do not encourage
every teacher to use
the curriculum and
celebrate school-wide

1. The principals at the
Dillingham elementary
and middle schools are
invited to attend and
support attendance by their
teachers to the university
credit course on the
curriculum in January 2015.

May be aware of the
Alaska Seas and
Watersheds (ASW)
Curriculum, but does
not encourage its
implementation.

1. Superintendent is invited
to attend the university
credit course on the
curriculum

1. The Superintendent attends
the university credit course and/
or welcomes the participants or
instructors at the course.

2. Is asked to network with
and recognize participating
partners by phone, letter or
on the web site.

2. Networks with and recognizes
participating partners by phone,
letter or on the district web site.

2. They are also asked
to welcome the group
or introduce the course
instructors.

3. Discusses with principals
how to integrate ASW
activities into the district
standards.
Community Partners –
organizations, businesses,
industry, tribes, and
government agencies

A few community
partners may
be invited into
the classroom
occasionally to
enhance teaching
about Alaska ocean
and watershed
environments. .
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1. Each principal attends the
credit course and supports
planning of the spring celebration.

1. The school principals were invited but did not attend
credit course. The elementary principal supported
planning for the spring celebration.

2. Principals support their
teachers to attend the credit
courses.

2. The principals supported their teachers’ participation
in the in-service and the credit course.

3. Principals introduce instructors
at the course or do the welcome.

3. Works with principals and
teachers to integrate Alaska Seas
and Watersheds celebration and
kits into the district standards.

1. Two community partners
are selected to work with
elementary and middle
school teachers to help plan
the school and communitywide celebration for the
spring.

1. Two community partners attend
the January 2015 workshops.

2. Community partners
are invited to attend the
January 2015 workshop.

3. Partners provide opportunities
for students to learn about jobs
and careers related to Alaska’s
Seas and Watersheds.

2. Community partners assist with
the spring celebration and offer
experts, field trips or participate in
other learning experiences, such
as stewardship projects.

1. Principals enlist and support every
teacher in their school to participate
(as described above) in learning
and celebrating Alaska’s Seas and
Watersheds as a school-wide effort
each year.

3. Principals were not available to welcome the group
to the course or introduce the instructors

2. Principals support new teachers in
training or mentoring to learn about the
Alaska Seas and Watersheds activities
and annual celebration.

1. The Superintendent was invited to attend the
course, but did not attend or welcome participants.

1. The Alaska Seas and Watersheds
activities and celebration are integrated
into the district science standards

2. The elementary principal could not identify any
existing community partners. No recognition occurred
for local partners.
3. Integration of ASW activities and alignment with
District standards was accomplished at the individual
teacher level. An opportunity to revise the District
curriculum framework will be available in two years.

1. More than 2 community partners worked on the
spring celebration, but did not attend the January inservice or course.
2. One community partner provided a field trip for the
professional development course and assisted with
field trip planning. One community partner assisted
with field trips. One community partner received passthrough grant funds to pay for field trip transportation.
3. Several community partners participated in a Career
Day so students could learn about ocean-related
careers and jobs.
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2. Kits are maintained by the district
and used routinely by the teachers.
3. Supports continued training and
mentoring of teachers new to the district
on the ASW activities and kits.
4. Maintains and enhances partnerships
in the community as participants in
the Seas and Watersheds celebration
annually.
1. Community partner participation
is central to teaching about Alaska
Seas and Watersheds and a diverse
set of partners participate each year
during the celebration. In addition,
some partners host field trips and/
or stewardship projects for classes
annually.
2. Partners offer students information
on jobs or careers and internships and/
or local hire opportunities.
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Evaluate EE Programs
(continued on page 50)

a new model for professional development designed to increase
the use of Alaska Seas and Watersheds (ASW) curriculum
materials (alaskaseagrant.org/teachers) and, thus, STEM teaching
and environmental literacy about local marine and aquatic
environments. The model involved an on-site, professional
development workshop provided by Marilyn Sigman, ASG’s
Marine Education Specialist, followed by the opportunity for an
extended for-credit practicum that could be fulfilled by providing
leadership in schoolwide instructional or curriculum change
and a field trip program. ASG also provided the Dillingham
School District with a $10,000, three-year grant to jump-start their
environmental education program.
As part of the grant funds provided by EPA, Marilyn Sigman
and Cathy Rezabeck were able to work with Beverly Parsons
as an outside evaluator to identify our metrics and methods of
evaluating systemic, i.e., sustainable, change.
We identified seven elements which we felt were key to our
success, but all were “driven” by the Framework for Systems
- Oriented Evaluation developed by Beverly Parsons. ANROE
articulated the system of interest and the framework for
evaluating change. In our application of the systems framework
to our project, we began by identifying the specific levels within
the system where change would have significant impacts on
the entire system. We selected the following levels which can be
viewed on the vertical axis of Figure 1: the individual teacher
level (K-8 teachers, specifically, because the ASW curriculum is
elementary and middle school-focused), two school administrator
levels –the principals of the elementary and middle schools and
the District superintendent, and the community level (specifically,
local community partners). For each level, we then articulated
(on the horizontal axis in Figure 1) the current status of the
component of the system we desired to change, the interventions
we intended to implement, the tangible or quantifiable “tipping
points” we could identify that would indicate significant
change, and the desired long-term end-state for the component.
We designed and administered pre and post surveys to the
teachers involved and used that data to inform this chart. Figure
1 summarizes how this framework was applied to our project
and also shows our assessment of whether the intervention
(Evaluation column) met the identified tipping points. For a
more detailed discussion of the components and results of the
evaluation along with our recommendations and conclusions,
“Case Study: Increasing Environmental Literacy through
Professional Development in Alaska” is available for download
at http://www.anroe.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/
PDANROECaseStudyMarch102016ms.pdf
The case study demonstrates that using the framework
illustrated in Figure 1 can provide the means for professional
development providers to evaluate their impacts not only on
individual teachers, but also at other levels of the K-12 education
system, including school districts, and communities, both of
which support the sustained use and benefits of professional
development. This systems-based evaluation approach could be
used to gauge success in the implementation of effective teaching
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strategies in environmental education, on the use of specific
environmental education resources, and on emphasis placed on
environmental education in school and school district curriculum
frameworks.
On the statewide level, this approach could provide the means
to analyze and evaluate statewide progress on the goals and
objectives of the Alaska Natural Resources and Environmental
Literacy Plan. In addition, we concluded that providing even
relatively modest financial support to schools and instructional
resources that were locally relevant removed two important
barriers to increasing instructional time spent on environmental
education.
We acknowledge that the evaluation process described can be
time-intensive and requires considerable professional expertise,
but it provides a much more insightful and adaptive approach
to professional development and the systemic improvement of
environmental literacy instruction than the previous model of
stand-alone professional development workshops and courses.
This systems-oriented evaluation approach could also provide the
means to evaluate the impacts of other types of environmental
education interventions to accomplish systemic change in the
K-12 system, an area of environmental education that has not
been well developed with evidence-based studies. Finally,
because this approach is closely aligned with “logic models”
required by a number of federal agencies, it is also useful as an
evaluation framework for grant proposals and the documentation
of societal impacts from federal, state and private investments in
environmental education programs.
Give it a try! Make a chart of your own when you plan your
next professional development or other environmental education
program. We think you will discover a new way to view your
efforts –and make systemic change happen.
Cathy Rezabeck is ANROE’s Project Coordinator. She
recently retired from her U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
position as statewide Outreach Coordinator after 26
years.
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Marilyn Sigman is Alaska Sea Grant’s Marine
Education Specialist and an Associate Professor
of Marine Education in the University of Alaska
Fairbanks College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences. She
is the current Chair of ANROE’s Board of Directors.
Beverly Parsons is President and Executive Director of
InSites, a Colorado-based nonprofit organization that
provides inquiry-based evaluation, planning, and
research to support learning, growth, and change in
formal and informal social systems.
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l in Oregon

E.E. Resource Guide

A selection of environmental education materials, resources
and opportunities that you should know about

Grades 7-12

Outdoor
School in
Oregon:
A Report by the
Gray Family
Foundation

Climate Change Curriculum

Outdoor School in Oregon

As mentioned
earlier in this publication, in 2016
Oregon voters
passed Measure
99, which designates lottery funds to support
outdoor school for every 5th and 6th grade
student in the state.
This report, compiled by David Keyes,
Ph.D., looks at the status of outdoor school in
the state of Oregon, and provides a baseline
assessment of outdoor school programs.
Through a survey of 1135 schools that
servce fifth or sixth graders as well as 20
in-depth interviews with teachers, principals,
and others, this report offers an overview
of the past, present, and future of Outdoor
School in Oregon.
You can download the report from the
Outdoor School for Everyone website at
grayff.org/outdoor-school-for-everyone/
By David Keyes, Ph.D.
November 2017

By David Keyes, Ph.D.
November 2017

Stanford University offers this online
Climate Change Curriculum for both
middle and high school. This curriculum
integrates concepts from the earth, life, and
physical sciences as well as current data on
climate systems to help students understand the phenomena of climate change,
the justification for these phenomena, and
why these phenomena are both scientifically and socially important.
https://pangea.stanford.edu/programs/
outreach/climatechange/curriculum

Winged
Warnings
A new series that
explores our changing
natural environment
through birds—from eagles and ospreys to
songbirds. Reporters traveled all around
the world to study birds in their habitats
to discover how they are being harmed by
climate change, among other threats.
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/
news/2014/aug/wingedwarnings1summary

Community Climate Change
Education: A Mosaic of Approaches
A downloadable eBook for practitioners and
innovators featuring twenty-six stories from the
field, shared by the EECapacity and NAAEE
Community Climate Change Fellows.
Edited by Marna Hauk (Prescott University)
Features information and resources on over a
dozen approaches to community climate change education, from public art, resilience
gardening, and climate justice, to social innovation, marine science, and youth programming. Includes 50+ vignettes about the process of building successful community climate change projects and sustaining community educators and organizers for
the long haul. many photographs of action on the ground.
Download at https://naaee.org/eepro/resources/community-climate-change-education

Natural
Curiosity 2nd
Edition:
A Resource for
Educators: The
Importance
of Indigenous
Perspective
in Children’s
Environmental Inquiry
The second edition of Natural Curiosity supports a stronger basic awareness of
Indigenous perspectives and their importance to environmental education. The
driving motivation for a second edition was
the burning need, in the wake of strong
and unequivocal recommendations by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, to
situate Indigenous perspectives into the
heart of Canadian educational settings and
curricula, most notably in connection with
environmental issues.
The Indigenous lens in this edition represents a cross-cultural encounter supporting what can become an ongoing dialogue
and evolution of practice in environmental
inquiry. Some important questions are
raised that challenge us to think in very different ways about things as fundamental as
the meaning of knowledge.
The print edition sells for $50. The online version (PDF) is $35.
http://naturalcuriosity.ca/aboutus.php?m=b

Grades K-8
Think Earth
This grade specific curriculum ranges
from preschool to 8th grade and focuses on
conservation of natural resources, waste
reduction and minimizing pollution. This
student based curriculum offers: comprehensive content, covering water, air, and
land; field-tested and revised instruction
and materials; quick and easy to teach;
student assessments; and standards-based
lessons. Think Earth provides award winning lessons that have been around since
the 1990s and has been used by tens of
thousands of teachers worldwide.
http://thinkearth.org

Many of the resource items in this section were compiled with the assistance of students in EE 524
- Concepts of Environmental Education in the Master of Science, EE Program at Southern Oregon
University. Instructor: Linda Hilligoss.
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Facing the
Future:
Engaging
Students
Through
Global Issues

New Zero Waste Resource Kit
One Cool Earth, a school garden support organization in San Luis Obsipo County, CA, has created a Zero Waste resource
kit developed through National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
grant funding in 2016 - 2017. To support the
adoption of Zero Waste practices at schools
everywhere, One Cool Earth created a free
DIY Guide to Zero Waste. The concise,
step-by-step handbook on how to cultivate
a trash-free school is available online. The
guide includes easy-to-understand graphics
and training videos (starring SLO County
students) so schools have everything they
need to get their own compost and recycling systems up and running.
For more information, contact One Cool
Earth: 805-242-6301 or action@onecoolearth.
org.

NAAEE
Guidelines for
Excellence:
Non-formal
Programs
The NAAEE
National Project for
Excellence in Environmental Education developed a
series of guidelines
that set the standards for high-quality environmental education. Each of these publications was developed by a diverse team of
professionals, and each has gone through a
substantive review by thousands of professionals prior to its publication. Learn more
about the project at www.naaee.org

Making Forest Connections:
A Correlation of the Oregon
Forest Literacy Plan with
Other Educational Resources
Four new documents, one for
each grade band, identify connections
between the Oregon Forest Literacy
Plan concepts and the following
resources:
• Oregon Environmental Literacy Plan
• NGSS performance expectations
• OFRI materials
• PLT conceptual framework
• PLT activities
• Project WILD conceptual framework
• Project WILD activities
The correlation documents
are available to download from
LearnForests.org. There is a document
for each of the following grade bands:
K-2, 3-5, 6-8 and 9-12.
www.LearnForests.org

Designed for
use in a wide range
of formal and nonformal educational
settings. The book encompasses eight Big
Ideas that link science and social studies
through a collection of 40 activities and action projects that encourage student participation and commitment to issue resolution.
Notably, the readability and vocabulary of
student materials have been modified to
better meet the needs of English Language
Learners (ELL), adult learners, and individuals who may or may not have a deep
conceptual understanding of sustainability
or systems thinking.
More information at https://www.
facingthefuture.org/

Green School Alliance
Green School Alliance, the largest
NGO that connects schools with resources
such as carbon and environmental calculators, environmental lesson plans, ideas
for teachers on how to start green (or
Blue-Green) Clubs, collaborate with other
schools around the globe, and empower
students and their teachers to green their
schools.
www.greenschoolalliance.org

Nature Works Everywhere
Developed by The Nature Conservancy,
Nature Works Everywhere gives teachers, students and families everything they
need to start exploring and understanding
nature around the globe alongside Nature
Conservancy scientists. Free curriculum is
available for grades 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12. Their
interactive lesson plans align to NGSS and
Common Core standards and are available
for download in both PDF and Word formats, making them perfect for customizing
for individual classrooms. This website is
also an excellent resource for planning and
maintaining school gardens.
https://www.natureworkseverywhere.org
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Living Schoolyards Activity Guide
Together with its companion International Guide, the
FREE 2-book set contains 235 activities from across the
US and the world, designed to help you take students
outside, especially in urban environments! The guides are
appropriate for ages 3-18 and are full of cross-curricular
activities that enhance and promote play, learning, health,
outdoor connections, and community. They also contain
great background information on the green schoolyards
movement, the benefits of taking kids outside, and how
we are working to shift the norm of how schoolyards are
designed and used. Download your free copy today at
http://bit.ly/GSA-guides.
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Grades 6-8
Freeing the Elwha Curriculum
The Freeing the
Elwha Curriculum
is an inquiry and
standards based,
integrated curriculum
designed to guide
middle school students in understanding the natural and manmade processes
involved in river restoration. The removal
of two dams from the Elwha River began
September 2011, and is the biggest dam
removal project in the world.
The curriculum’s science component
leads students from how weather affects
water flow, through the habitat needs of
salmon and the process of dam removal, to
the state of the world’s fisheries. The social
studies component moves from the settlement of the Elwha and its surroundings,
through issues involved in dam removal,
ending with the importance of salmon to
the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe.
Math, language arts, and assessments
fall naturally within the science and social
studies units. A Creative Response section gives students a chance to express
themselves artistically. The curriculum is
flexible and educators can adapt the lessons
depending on grade level requirements.

Measuring
the Success of
Environmental
Education
Programs
This free,
downloadable
document is
an attempt at
outlining and
describing
pertinent EE
evaluation methodologies and tools. Its
purpose is not to reinvent the wheel,
but rather to connect environmental
educators with solid, practical evaluation
strategies, methods and advice.
The authors describe a program
logic model and an evaluation scheme
using illustrative examples from existing
environmental education programs.
Some outcome indicators are suggested
that can be used to assess the ‘hard
to measure’ long-term outcomes that
pertain to values, behaviour, and
environmental benefits. This report
also briefly reviews the basic tenets of
environmental education, reports on ten
principles of excellent environmental
education, and includes a glossary and
written and on-line resources to assist the
reader.
Downloadable from www.abcee.org

The Freeing the Elwha Curriculum is available
online at http://www.nps.gov/olym/forteachers/
classrooms/curriculummaterials.htm or you can
request a full CD by contacting the Education
Specialist at 360-565-3146.

Grades 3-5 and 6-8
MARE: Marine Activities,
Resources, and Education
MARE has been developing high
quality, inquiry-based, hands-on ocean
sciences curriculum for over 20 years.
Their materials are designed to tap into
students’ natural curiosity about the
ocean to teach important science concepts while addressing state and national
science standards.
Teacher Guides on Rocky Seashores, Kelp Forests, Ponds and more can
be purchased online, as well as the Ocean
Sciences Sequence (OSS) for Grades 3-5
and Grades 6-8.
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Since Time
Immemorial:
Tribal
Sovereignty in
Washington
State
Since Time Immemorial: Tribal Sovereignty in Washington State is a groundbreaking curriculum initiative made
possible through federal, state, and tribal
funding. This project seeks to build lasting
educational partnerships between school
districts and their local tribes via elementary, middle, and high school curriculum
on tribal sovereignty.
OSPI, private and public agencies, and
several of the 29 Federally Recognized
Tribes in Washington State have partnered
and funded this initiative. All 29 tribes
have endorsed its importance and use.
The website houses resources, materials,
lessons, and entire units to support the
teaching of tribal sovereignty, tribal history, and current tribal issues within the
context of OSPI recommended units for
Washington schools. Each unit is aligned
with National Common Core State Standards, state standards and builds toward
the successful completion of a ContentBased Assessment, or CBA.
See the curriculum at http://www.
indian-ed.org/

From “Since Time Immemorial”:
By the time Washington State students
leave elementary school, they will:

Use the free OSS Grades 3-5
60-minute sample lesson! In this lesson,
An Open Ocean Food Web, students
learn if one type of organism is removed
from a habitat, many other organisms
could be affected.
Use the free OSS Grades 6-8
45-minute sample lesson! In this lesson, Investigating Combustion and the
Carbon Cycle, students learn that carbon
moves between reservoirs, but the total
amount of carbon on Earth doesn’t
change; and, human industry moves
carbon out of fossil fuel and limestone
reservoirs and into the atmosphere.
http://mare.lawrencehallofscience.org/
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• learn that over 500 independent
tribal nations exist within the
United States today, and that they
interact with the United States, as
well as each other, on a government-to-government basis;
• understand that tribal sovereignty
is “a way that tribes govern themselves in order to keep and support
their ways of life;”
• understand that tribal sovereignty
predates treaty times;
• know how the treaties that
tribal nations entered into with the
United States government limited
their sovereignty; and
• be able to identify the names and
locations of tribes in their area.
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Children’s Books

The Perfect
Place for an
Elf Owl
Written and Illustrated by the
first and second
grade multi-age
class of Anthony T. Lane
Elementary in
Alexandria VA.

Antsy Ansel
Ansel Adams was too antsy to sit still
and stay in school. His feet itched to run,
his mind yearned to fly!
Access to nearby nature, and a loving
father who understood his need both
saved Ansel Adams and helped him
become one of the 20th century’s most
iconic nature photographers and conservationists.
Find out about Ansel Adam’s connection to nature in this beautiful picture
book by award-winning nature writer
Cindy Jenson-Elliott, and illustrated by
Christy Hale, award-winning collage
artist.
Hard copy or Kindle version available on Amazon.com

Heroes of the
Environment:
True Stories of
People Who
Are Helping
to Protect Our
Planet
This inspiring book presents the true
stories of 12 people from across North
America who have done great things
for the environment. Heroes include
a teenage girl who figured out how to
remove an industrial pollutant from the
Ohio River, a Mexican superstar wrestler
who works to protect turtles and whales,
and a teenage boy from Rhode Island
who helped his community and his
state develop effective e-waste recycling
programs. Plenty of photographs and
illustrations bring each compelling story
vividly to life.
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This story follows the adventures of a
young elf owl that was accidentally blown
away from his home. As he tries to find his
way home, the little elf owl meets other
types of owls that live in different habitats.
This book was created and illustrated by
students. It shares facts about owls and the
different habitat types where you can find
them. The end of the book also provides
photos of the authors and how they researched information for their book.

Me...Jane
by
Patrick McDonnell
This is the heartwarming story of the
young Jane Goodall and her special childhood toy chimpanzee named Jubilee. As
the young Jane observes the natural world
around her with wonder, she dreams of “a
life living with and helping all animals,”
until one day she finds that her dream has
come true. One of the world’s most inspiring women, Dr. Jane Goodall is a renowned
humanitarian, conservationist, animal activist, environmentalist, and United Nations
Messenger of Peace. In 1977 she founded
the Jane Goodall Institute (JGI), a global
nonprofit organization that empowers people to make a difference for all living things.
With anecdotes taken directly from Jane
Goodall’s autobiography, McDonnell makes
this very true
story accessible for the
very young
-- and young
at heart.
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Anywhere
Farm
by Phyllis
Root
You might
think a farm
means fields,
tractors, and a
barnyard full
of animals. But
you can plant a farm anywhere you like!
A box or a bucket, a boot or a pan -- almost anything can be turned into a home
for green, growing things. Windows,
balconies, and front steps all make wonderful spots to start. Who knows what
plants you may choose to grow and who
will come to see your new garden?
After all, anywhere can be a farm -all it takes is one small seed and someone to plant it.

The Tree
Lady: The
True Story
of how One
Tree-Loving
Woman
Changed a City Forever
Katherine Olivia Sessions never
thought she’d live in a place without
trees. After all, Kate grew up among the
towering pines and redwoods of Northern California. But after becoming the
first woman to graduate from the University of California with a degree in science,
she took a job as a teacher far south in
the dry desert town of San Diego. Where
there were almost no trees. Kate decided
that San Diego needed trees more than
anything else. So this trailblazing young
woman single handedly started a massive movement that transformed the
town into the green, garden-filled oasis it
is today. Now, more than 100 years after
Kate first arrived in San Diego, her gorgeous gardens and parks can be found all
over the city.Part fascinating biography,
part inspirational story, this moving picture book about following your dreams,
using your talents, and staying strong in
the face of adversity is sure to resonate
with readers young and old.
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https://ambitioussc

We Are All
Connected

Surrounded by
Science

“We Are
All Connected”
is a series that
explores how we
all live together in
a shared balance
upon Mother
Earth. Each book
explores a specific
ecosystem with a focus on one animal and
its adaptations for survival within that
ecosystem. Indigenous interviewees, each
living within the same area, have responded to strategic questions as to how their
community interacts with the land, their
traditional territory. Explore each text with
a sense of inquiry in mind.

If you’ve been
following CLEARING
for any time, you
will know that Jim
Martin has been
writing a regular
series on finding
science curriculum in
the world around them. This downloadable
collection of lesson plans and curriculum
guides from the National Environmental
Education Foundation (NEEF) is designed
to help educators introduce students to
some of the many ways they can discover
more of the science going on around them,
both within the classroom and in the field.

We Are All Connected Titles:
• Coast Salish, Coastal Rainforests and Cougars
• Haisla, Rivers and Chinook Salmon
• Inuit, Tundra and Ravens
• Lakota, Mixed Grasslands and Bald Eagles
• Métis, Wetlands and Mallards
• Nisga’a, Ponds and Leopard Frogs
• Nlaka’pamux, Grasslands and Rattlesnakes
• Sto:lo, Riparian Forests and Black Bears
Each title covers:
—Traditional storytelling and artwork
begin each title from the focus Indigenous
territory.
—Science: Biodiversity, classification,
life cycles, food chains, food webs and
connections between living and non-living
things are just some of the science concepts
included in each book.
—Social Studies: Contemporary and
historical Indigenous cultural knowledge
flows throughout each book. Local land
forms, gatherings, harvesting practices and
government are some of the social studies
concepts included in each book.
To learn more, visit the Strong Nations
website at https://www.strongnations.com/

Tools for Ambitious Science
Teaching provides a “vision of ambitious

science instruction for elementary, middle
school and high school classrooms.”
Ambitious teaching is defined as teaching
that “deliberately aims to support students
of all backgrounds to deeply understand
science ideas, participate in the activities of
the discipline, and solve authentic problems.”
Info at https://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/
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cienceteaching.org/

https://www.neefusa.org/resource/surroundedscience-educator-toolkit

New and Improved BEETLES
BEETLES
(Better
Environmental
Education,
Teaching,
Learning,
and Expertise
Sharing)has
launched a new website (at the same ol’
address: beetlesproject.org). BEETLES
is devoted to infusing outdoor science
programs with research-based approaches
and tools to improve science teaching and
learning. Resources include:
• versatile environmental education
professional learning materials;
• student activities for use in the field.

Grades 6-8 and 9-12
EarthEcho International’s
Educator Resource
EarthEcho International’s Educator
Resources include free videos, lesson plans,
and other materials intended to support
classroom learning for grades 6-8 and 9-12.
Their tools assist educators in teaching
students to explore and protect local natural
resources. Many of the resources offered by
EarthEcho are designed to satisfy Common
Core and Next Generation Science Standards.
http://earthecho.org/educator-resources

New
“Teaching
with i-Tree”
Curriculum
from PLT
Project Learning Tree (PLT), in
collaboration with
the U.S. Forest
Service, has produced Teaching with i-Tree
a curriculum designed to engage middle
and high school students in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and math) as they
calculate the economic and environmental
benefits of trees. Students input data they
collect into a free online tool to calculate the
dollar value of the benefits provided by a
tree, or a set of trees.
The activities can be used in formal
classroom settings or with non-formal
groups, such as scouts and students enrolled in afterschool programs.
Learn more and download at https://
www.plt.org/news/teaching-with-itree/.

Zooniverse is the world’s largest platform for people-powered research. This
website provides opportunities for individuals and classrooms to volunteer to assist professional researchers on a variety of topics including biology, climate, space,
social science, physics, history and more. Zooniverse research has resulted in new
discoveries, datasets useful to the wider research community, and publications of
research. Zooniverse also offers the option to build new projects that volunteers
around the world can connect and assist in.
https://www.zooniverse.org/
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Citizen Science
Bumble Bee
Watch
The Bumble
Bee Watch is an
excellent citizen
science project for all ages--particularly
for students who are learning about pollinators and their roles in ecosystems.
This project was created to track and
conserve North America’s bumble bees.
It is very easy to participate, just register
on their website, then take and submit
photos of bumble bees, and try to identify them! These photos help scientists
determine the status and conservation needs of bumble bees all over the
United States.

nology, physics, science policy, and many
others. Each listed project provides a link to
its website, its goals, instructions on how to
join, the tasks involved, recommended ages,
and other helpful information when looking for a citizen science project to become
involved in.
https://scistarter.com

https://www.bumblebeewatch.org

American Kestrel Partnership
SciStarter
SciStarter is a user-friendly database
for citizen science opportunities. Parents
and teachers can use this free resource
to search for ongoing projects in their
area and all over the world. The projects
listed come from a range of disciplines,
including archeology, climate and
weather, astronomy and space, ecology
and environment, computers and tech-
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The American Kestrel Partnership
offers an opportunity for individuals and
classrooms to contribute information to
American Kestrel research by inputting
observations from their online nest box
cameras. The nest cam website also offers
opportunities to talk with research professionals. For people wanting to become
more involved, this partnership provides
information on how to build your own nest
box and share your own monitoring data
with the partnership.
http://kestrel.peregrinefund.org/webcams

www.clearingmagazine.org

Project FeederWatch
From the Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
Project FeederWatch is a winter-long
survey of birds that visit feeders at backyards, nature centers, community areas,
and other locales in North America. FeederWatchers periodically count the birds
they see at their feeders from November
through early
April and send
their counts to
Project FeederWatch. FeederWatch data
help scientists
track broadscale
movements of winter bird populations
and long-term trends in bird distribution
and abundance.
New participants are sent a Research
Kit with complete instructions for
participating, as well as a bird identification poster and more. You provide
the feeder(s) and seed. Then each fall
participants receive our 16-page, year-end
report, Winter Bird Highlights.
There is an $18 annual participation
fee for U.S. residents ($15 for Cornell Lab
members). Canadians can participate by
joining Bird Studies Canada for CAN$35.
The participation fee covers materials,
staff support, web design, data analysis,
and the year-end report (Winter Bird
Highlights).
https://feederwatch.org/about/projectoverview/
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BIG IDEAS

(continued from page 13)
This includes the opportunity for students to evolve their own
thinking rather than being asked to merely accept the idea that a
certain set of actions will “save the earth” and relying on fear to
motive them toward action. Interdisciplinary education results
in an increase in higher level thinking skills which impact the
development of personal ethics. But, we argue, the environment is
the best integrator, not the abstract concept of sustainability.

Big Idea 3: Constancy and changes

Our children must also come to understand ideas associated
with constancy, specifically conservation and equilibrium, as
well as ideas about change (AAAS, 2007). We must help our
children develop adaptability and resilience to the accelerated
biological and social changes that are produced by a warming
planet (Smith, 2010). We must also help them develop the ability
to see the changes taking place in the landscape around them.
Their resilience can be supported by the development of a sense
of global interdependence based on their study of social decisionmaking, social conflict and political and economic systems
(AAAS, 1994; Wheeler, Wheeler, & Church, 2005). Since much of
technology centers on creating and controlling change, it is critical
for children to study the designed world including agriculture,
communication technologies and computers (AAAS, 2007).

Big Idea 4: Sustainability education is not
possible without social cohesion (race, gender,
ethnic, religious, political and wealth)

Shared experience creates cohesion and is the foundation for
community. Our educational focus must include issues of access
to the natural world and experiences that engender empathy,
tolerance and constructive social interaction. Spending time
together in nature is a great equalizer, providing opportunities
for teachers to see students, and students to see each other,
in a different light. Walls and Jinkling (2002) promote the
merits of taking a more participatory, democratic, pluralistic,
and emancipatory approach to education and sustainability,
particularly in higher education. Access to nature should be a part
of these educational efforts.

Conclusion: It doesn’t matter what you call it, it’s
how you do it

With the growing anthropogenic pressures on the earth’s
biotic communities and our increasing concern over children’s
diminishing affiliation with nature (Louv, 2005), it is now essential
to embrace a comprehensive educational transformation that
is attentive to an ecological and practical wisdom of place.
If education for sustainability embraces the best qualities of
good environmental education (experiential, place-based,
interdisciplinary and nature-centered) and embraces the big
ideas that the two disciplines share, then as naturalist educators
we are eager to participate and have much to offer. But if the
field continues to differentiate itself by what it does not include,
intentionally excluding the importance of connecting students to
nature in deep and meaningful ways, we feel it represents a step
backwards. A larger umbrella is needed, not a smaller one, and
developing scope and sequence based on a foundation of hope
and love is where the real work of education for sustainability lies.
As emissaries of the natural world, we see sustainability
education as heightening environmental literacy with the
goal of creating a sustainable relationship between people
and the environment. Inherent in this view is the assumption
that environmental education is education for social and
environmental change through a process of collective action
(Elder, 2007). We assume that environmental education can
improve relationships among humans and between humans
and their environment (Wals, 1994). We also view environmental
education as a potent means for educational reform rather than
as a tool to modify children’s behavior with a predetermined
endpoint in mind (Elder, 2007; Orr, 1991; Wals, 1994). Only by
giving children the resources (i.e., environmental knowledge,
experiences in nature and time to reflect), can they begin
to engage in a wider participatory process of societal and
environmental change.
References for this article can be found on the web version at
http://www.clearingmagazine.org/archives/2418

Big Idea 5: Sustainability is not a destination
(but rather an aspiration) based on precedent (we
create it)
Without an endless supply of energy to support our cultural
needs we will be forever aspiring toward sustainability. As
environmental education practitioners, we have always believed
that the most important thing we can instill in our students is
the ability to envision a future that is different from the one that
they see laid out before them. Time and time again we have heard
students describe the future as overbuilt, crowded and polluted.
Our task, then, is to involve them in a personal and ecological
healing that opens up the possibility of something other – a future
born of love rather than fear. Can a curriculum based solely on
the study of the definition and/or principals of sustainability and
lacking opportunities to form a relationship with nature engender
this love?
CLEARING Spring 2018

Donald J. Burgess is assistant professor in
the Secondary Education Department and
the Science Education Group at Western
Washington University. His research interests
are science education, college readiness and
children’s perceptions of nature.
Tracie Johannessen has worked in the field of
environmental education for over 20 years.
She was education director at North Cascades
Institute (www.ncascades.org) for 10 years and
currently works as an independent consultant on
environmental education program design and evaluation.
This article was reprinted from the Journal of Sustainability
Education http://www.journalofsustainabilityeducation.org/
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In closing...

Why Environmental
Educators Shouldn’t
Give Up Hope

I

by Jacob Rodenburg
’m trying hard not to get discouraged. Being an
environmental educator in today’s world feels like you are
asked to stop a rushing river armed only with a teaspoon.

There are so many issues to be worried about—from
climate change to habitat destruction, from oceans of plastic
to endangered species, from the loss of biodiversity to melting
glaciers. And the list goes on. The field itself has become ever more
siloed and compartmentalized over time, leaving schools, parents,
and outdoor programs with little unified guidance. How do we
teach kids—in a hopeful and empowering way—about today’s
formidable challenges? And how do we translate this increase in
knowledge about environmental issues into action?

Today’s Challenge

Children today are given few opportunities to be outside. In
a school system rife with worry about liability, it is simply easier
to stay indoors. Insurance rates are cheaper if kids are contained,
accounted for, and “safe” inside.
Yet the safety argument needs to be turned on its head: It is
unsafe NOT to take children outside, not to provide them with rich
immersion time in the living world. Leaving kids indoors cuts them
off from the knowledge and understanding of what it means to be a
living being that shares a world with other living beings. Children
have a right to experience the joy of discovering the richness,
complexity, and diversity of life.
Children’s disconnect from their surroundings and their
environment does not stem from a lack of desire. As an outdoor
educator, I have spent many happy hours with school children
tramping through wetlands, lifting up rotten logs, and canoeing
through still waters hearing comments like “Wow! This is cool!”
To fulfill children’s need to connect, the field must develop a
coordinated and developmentally appropriate approach—one that
is rooted in what kids are ready to learn at each age.

Building Age-appropriate
Environmental Education

Children learn about the natural world in vastly different ways
as they grow up. Environmentalists are keen to teach children
about global warming, pollution, species depletion, and a whole
range of admittedly important issues, but they forget that younger
children aren’t cognitively, perhaps even psychically, ready for this.
Young children are, however, always ready to love the natural
world. Connecting with nature is about establishing a relationship
and building intimacy. What is the story of the land near where a
child lives? How did that oak get that large hole in it? Who lives
under this decomposing log? If we think about tending to and
nurturing relationships, then we’ll remember to take kids to the
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same places over and over again. We’ll help them find their magic
places, their stories of that place and, more importantly, their place
within that place. We will teach them the power and possibility
of restoring nature in their school yards, their backyards, and in
nearby parks.
Kids connect best to places through stories and faces. A teacher
once shared a story with me about a mystery bird that had built
a nest in a parking lot. After doing a bit of research, the children
found out that this bird was called a killdeer. They watched the
bird as she did her broken wing trick (to lead predators away from
the nest). Over the days, they watched her scoop out her nest and
sit upon it. They cordoned off an area with yellow emergency tape
to protect her from cars. They watched her raise her young. This
was their killdeer, and they would have done anything to protect
her. The students became involved in her unfolding story, and the
killdeer suddenly had a face. In a way, she revealed herself to them.
Another teaching tip: young children love micro
environments. A friend of mine told me about a time when he
took his children, 4 and 5 years old, up to an incredible view
of a valley. He asked, “Isn’t this beautiful?” and watched in
amazement as his kids hunkered down and stared at the ants
scurrying at their feet instead.
Finally, young children adore discovery. It is the art of an
educator to know what to say and what to refrain from saying.
If I had a job description, it would be simply this: to help reveal
wonder and cultivate awe. I take my students to a place called
Salamander Alley and say, “I wonder what’s under that log?” If
they find a salamander, there is a palpable feeling of joy in the
discovery. Had I said, “Let’s go find some salamanders. They’re
probably under this log,” the effect would have been completely
different. When a child finds something, I let them own that
discovery. I honor and celebrate it. The power of this kind of
learning can never be undervalued.
Neil Everenden writes that we do not end at our finger tips.
Instead, we radiate out into the landscape. We are inextricably
bound up in the processes of life. With every breath in and out we
are part of the natural systems that surround us. Our role today is
to guide our children, in ways that resonate with their interests and
development, to realize this connection.

Where to Go From Here

We can create nature-rich communities where kids feel a deep
and abiding love for the living systems that we all are immersed in.
Eventually, children will learn even to go beyond sustaining and to
engage in acts of regeneration. That is where true hope resides.
Here’s hoping we can all coordinate our efforts throughout
every age and stage of a child’s development. We need to work
collaboratively with schools, parents, community groups, faith
groups, governments, and non-governmental agencies to help
future generations love, learn about, care for, protect, and enhance
the environment. Indeed the future of the planet depends upon it.

Jacob Rodenburg is Executive Director of Camp Kawartha and The Camp
Kawartha Outdoor Education Centre, located in Ontario, Canada. He is
a contributing author in the Worldwatch Institute’s EarthEd: Rethinking
Education on a Changing Planet.
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SAVE THE DATES!

September 28 - 30, 2018

2018 Environmental Education Conference
Exploring Our Connections through Environmental Education
Call for presenters now open; closes May 25, 2018

Canby Grove, Oregon

Environmental Education
Provincial Specialist
Association
Columbia Basin Environmental
Education Network (CBEEN)

Idaho Environmental Education
Association (IdEEA)

Portland General Electric

Alaska Natural Resources and
Outdoor Educators (ANROE)

GRAY
FAMILY
FOUNDATION

We would like to thank the many organizations and individuals who have supported
the publication of CLEARING over the years.
They have helped to create a community of educators throughout the Pacific Northwest
who share their passion, creativity, and knowledge through the pages of this journal.

Share this issue with a friend or colleague!

See more articles and back issues on our website!
www.clearingmagazine.org
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